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Chapter 6

On beaches and literary cafes.
Embodying the
microcosms of Trieste
396

‘This is a strange beach’. The documentary L’Ultima Spiaggia (The Last
Resort) opens with this observation from one of the older regulars of el
Pedocin – as Trieste’s beach is called in local dialect (Anastopoulos and
Del Degan 2016). Surprisingly, in saying this the man does not seem
to be referring to the beach’s best known characteristic, namely the
wall dividing the female and male sections, which has so often been
described as ‘the last remaining wall in Europe’ (Ferzetti 2016; Anon.
2016; Franck-Dumas 2016).397 Following the appearance of the film,
national and international newspapers referred to the well-known urban
image of Trieste as ‘cosmopolitan border city’. For these newspapers, it
was only a small imaginative step from the concrete wall on the Pedocin
to Trieste’s historical position as a border city. The Pedocin is situated
on the Adriatic shore near the center of Trieste, a city that – despite or
maybe because of its being sited at the border(s) of empires, nation states
and Cold War geopolitics – has long been imagined as cosmopolitan,
open towards difference and cultural interaction. Notwithstanding the
historical significance of walls and borders in this context, viewers of
L’Ultima Spiaggia soon learn that the old beachgoer is commenting not on
the dividing wall, but the fact that despite the blowing wind, the seawater
hardly shows any ripples. In this chapter, I explore how specific urban
sites were attributed key places for the active remaking of cultural urban
narratives of Trieste.
The Pedocin beach is frequently inscribed with distinct
characteristics that reinforce broader cultural urban imaginations of Trieste
as a cosmopolitan border city. As the example of L’Ultima Spiaggia’s critical
reception indicates, the cultural representation of the Pedocin beach on
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film can help us to critically reflect on how such urban imaginaries are
historically constructed and assigned wider meaning by an invocation of
‘everyday-ness’ at this particular urban site. Whereas Trieste’s cultural
imaginings of cosmopolitan sites have focused in particular around the
historical importance of Trieste’s literary cafes, as I have also addressed
in chapter 5, Trieste’s beaches, and the Pedocin beach in particular,
have recently come under renewed attention in the cultural imaginings
of Trieste – a development reflected in the 2016 documentary L’Ultima
Spiaggia, directed by Thanos Anastopoulos and Davide Del Degan and
produced by Nicoletta Romeo. This chapter takes this documentary as
the starting point for a broader consideration of Trieste’s urban sites of
‘cosmopolitan’ encounter, using the cafe and beach as spatial laboratories
within which to critically explore contemporary imaginations Trieste’s
distinct sense of cityness.
As ‘the only place of enjoyment that the human species has
discovered in nature’, as Lefebvre ([1974] 1991, 384) has noticed, beaches
are often considered as ultimate places of leisure where ‘the body tends
to behave as a differential field’, and abandons the everyday practices
and structures of urban life (ibid.).398 Indeed, especially in urban contexts,
the city beach is presented by scholars as a microcosm of urban society
– a micro-public that is a site of cultural exchange, destabilization and
transformation (Sandercock 2003; Amin 2002; Watson 2006) – where
urban cultural citizenship is negotiated (Freeman 2002; Gibson 2001),
turning the beach into public spaces of encounter with otherness. Cafe
spaces and in particular coffeehouses have likewise been described as fluid
spaces of everyday life where opinions gathered - often being presented as
the urban places where descriptions of ‘the public’ were first and are still
recorded (Ashby, Gronberg and Shaw-Miller 2013; Heise 1987; Laurier
and Philo 2006, 2007). Although coffeehouses are considered places of
encounter between various social classes, they are often - in contrast to
beaches - described as elite places, and idealized – most famously described
by Habermas ([1962] 1991, 32-33) - as intellectual salons which were as
such key places for the development of the modern civil city. Following
Wilson (2017, 451), who has highlighted how conceptualizations of the
‘urban encounter’ are often empty signifiers, this chapter will critically
engage the ‘encounter’ as not only a ‘general term for meeting’ – an
idea that is inherent to cosmopolitan discourses – but also ‘a conceptually
charged construct.’ It explores the historical and affective dynamics
that have attributed the beach and the cafe key places for experiencing
Triestine urban encounters.
This chapter explores the city-making dynamics at Trieste’s
Caffè San Marco and Pedocin beach as places of urban encounter,
critically examining the cosmopolitanized discourse of Trieste’s urban
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identity. I understand these places as crucial urban heritage sites, and
am in particular interested in the affective practices that make these sites
into key places for experiencing a distinct sense of Triestine cityness. In
so doing, I build on recent heritage research that not only reads heritage
through textual readings and representational narrative accounts, but also
calls for a reading of heritage as an embodied practice, engaging with
experience, senses, affective materialities and atmospheres of the heritage
landscape (Tolia-Kelly, Waterton and Watson 2017; Waterton 2014).
Exploring the affective politics – thus ‘posit a politics that is propelled,
moved, and mobilized by a range of feelings, affordances and capacities’
– provides a way to explore those identitary dynamics and understandings
of the past which have overall remained outside ‘conventional renderings
of the heritage debate’ (Tolia-Kelly, Waterton and Watson 2017, 2). In
the case of Trieste’s literary cafes and beaches, I examine the ‘morethan-representational’ embodied practices with the heritage landscape,
yet explicitly put these in dialogue with the meanings attributed to these
urban heritage sites in textual sources. The chapter shows how recent
voices and cultural representations of Caffè San Marco and the Pedocin
beach address the everyday experiences, senses and atmospheres at these
sites and in doing so move away from poetic elite imaginations that have
fashioned cultural narratives of Trieste.
My analysis of the politics of affect at Trieste’s cafes and beaches
draws on a body of sources that includes both textual representations of
these sites, such as literary reflections and newspaper articles, as well as
body of ‘more-than-representational’ sources such as the documentary
film L’Ultima Spiaggia, and interviews with the film directors and Caffè
San Marco’s current management. The chapter first explores how
Trieste’s imagination as cosmopolitan border city is deeply embedded
in its urban cafe space and its sea landscape. The second part of the
analysis deeper examines the politics of affect around these two types
of urban heritage sites. I explore the renewed affective dynamics at
Caffè San Marco in creating an atmosphere of a historical literary cafe,
and examine how a recent documentary film visualizes the everyday
experiences and embodied border experiences at the Pedocin beach.
My examination of the affective politics around Trieste’s urban sites of
heritage shows how recent voices and cultural representations in Trieste
move the ‘cosmopolitan’ experiences at these sites away from poetic elite
representations as sites of intellectual encounter, towards a sense of the
cosmopolitan encounter which is for them enclosed in the capacity of the
triestini to move in between the different political and historical worlds that
have always surrounded their city.
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Imagining historical literary cafes
My discussion in this chapter of sites of urban encounter draws upon
a public and scholarly discursive tradition in which Trieste’s distinct
experiences of cityness are inscribed into particular places of the city. In
the previous chapters, I have explored how Trieste’s sense of cityness –
often referred to as triestinità - is a historically constructed phenomenon
of urban place-making. Probably the most famous places to ‘experience’
Trieste are for both triestini and tourists Trieste’s historical literary cafes.
These are presented as the places where to encounter the historical
Trieste – a Trieste of Habsburg nostalgia and meeting point for writers
and intellectuals (Discover Trieste Online, n.d.a.; Carabelli 2019). The
literary cafes are especially framed by the local tourist board as the
historical places of encounter where to taste the city’s coffee tradition
and to order your capo in b in the Triestine way.399 Since several years, the
Trieste tourist board promotes coffee walking tours and presents historical
cafes such as Caffè Tommaseo or Caffè degli Specchi as must-sees in the city.
What is more, following the restaged fame of the historical cafes, there
have recently opened new ‘cafes with books’ such as the Caffè dei Libri or
Lettera Viva (Image 6.1). In this first section I explore the historical placemaking process at stake at Trieste’s literary cafes. The section traces the
experiences of cityness attached to the literary cafes. It then explores how
these urban imaginaries increasingly focused to Trieste’s historical Caffè
San Marco from the 1990s onwards, until today promoted to tourist as
the city’s most famous cafe.
Trieste’s historical place-making phenomenon has its roots
in Trieste’s extensive literary tradition in which the literary ‘self ’ is
inscribed onto the city (Pizzi 1996, 2001, 2007). As I described in more
detail in chapter 1, for local novelists, autobiography is instrumental in
the construction of a local literary identity. Trieste’s writers ‘succeed in
transforming Trieste into a landscape of the mind, a city shaped by the
authors’ personal experiences, a city where cafes, streets and squares all
take on symbolic significance’, as Pizzi and others have argued (Pizzi
1996, 54; Ara and Magris [1982] 2007; Campanile 2006). Such a
suggestive imaginative cityscape of a Trieste that once was, was adopted
to lend meaning to what scholars have famously referred to as triestinità
(‘Triestenness’).
Trieste’s cafes and beaches are important topoi in the urban
imaginings of Trieste, embodying a particular element of the city’s
triestinità. Especially Trieste’s literary cafes have historically been imagined
as important sites of urban encounter, and continue to be today. As I
have for instance discussed in chapter 1, they most famously emerged
in the literary productions about interwar Trieste. For instance, Trieste’s
On beaches and literary cafes
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Image 6.1 – Trieste’s new literary cafes: Lettera Viva in the Viale XX Settembre (2019).

historical cafes emerged in the works of Svevo and Saba, and functioned
in Stuparich’s Trieste nei miei ricordi ([1948] 2004) as embodiment of Trieste
as political border city. In this latter book, Trieste’s historic cafes function
as memory sites of the city’s irredentist past, and turned into imaginative
cityscapes where Trieste’s writers and cultural figures continued life in a
timeless space accompanied with the ghosts of the past while hiding from
the outside political Fascist and Nazi world. The literary cafes historically
emerged as a-political spaces of reclaiming triestinità within times of
political turmoil.
Such literary representations of Trieste’s cafes found resonance
especially in later publications about Trieste from the 1990s onwards. It
was also during this decade that Caffè San Marco – the historical coffeehouse
at Via Battisti, next to the synagogue - became a well-known public site
of Trieste’s cultural heritage of historical cafes. Claudio Magris invoked
the historical representations about Trieste’s literary cafes for instance in
his literary depictions of Caffè San Marco. In the opening chapter of his
mosaic of stories about Trieste and its surroundings, Microcosmi ([1997]
2000, 3), he introduced this cafe as a ‘Noah’s Ark, where there’s room for
everyone – no one takes precedence, no one is excluded – for every couple
seeking shelter in a downpour and even for the partnerless.’ This metaphor
of the cafe as a Noah’s Ark is sustained throughout the chapter. The
author emphasizes the inclusive attitude at the place, by commemorating
the real and fictional historical figures that have collocated there, their
conversations and visions of the world, and presents as such the cafe as a
place where to hide for the flood outside its cafe windows. First, this flood
is presented as the stormy, rainy weather but soon emerges as a flood of
‘false prophets’ of ideologies and political promises (11). The cafe then
becomes a timeless place of cosmopolitan encounter, a waiting room of
time passing by and a journey to salvation. The ark stands for hope of
salvation for a better future. Often, literary representations of Caffè San
Marco tend to capture the cafe dynamics through elements of sense, for
instance through the emotions and sentiments that fled by the bora wind.
As happens in Daria Squillante’s novel Caffè San Marco. Il gioco del senso
(2005), the cafe becomes the narrator which sees along its many tables
passing-by time. This is a process in which the wind is presented as a bora
of emotions and blows away all sentiments and emotions of time – a
process in which present and past blur into an infinite future. The cafe in
its historical existence as literary cafe offers the city a cosmopolitan urban
space – a timeless zone of intellectual exchange.
Within a wider discursive tradition in which Trieste’s urban
identity is inscribed into particular places of the city, Trieste’s literary cafes
have thus received a central role. Obviously, key in understanding the
Triestine urban space of the historical cafe, is the historical fact that these
On beaches and literary cafes
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Image 6.2 – Interior of Caffè San Marco (2019).

are the sites where the urban imaginaries of Trieste have been brought
to life. Historically indeed, around the tables of the city’s cafes writers
and intellectuals created their literary cityscapes: the cafe space was a
place not so much where the writing took place, but where the intellectual
encounters happened. As such, the cafes play a key role in Trieste’s urban
imaginations that rely on a tradition in which the self is inscribed onto
the city: the cafes are timeless spaces where past and present blur into
one, but also the places where the words are found and written down
which formulate hope for the city’s future. What this section showed so
far is that the meaning of Trieste’s cafes emerged by this tension between
being everyday spaces of urban encounter for the city’s writers and the
imagined cityscapes to which these spaces inspire. This tension turned out
to be key in the experiences and framing of the Triestine historical Caffè
San Marco. In what follows, I will discuss how from the 1990s onwards
the Triestine historical Caffè San Marco became a central place in local
public discussions around Trieste’s sense of cityness.
Caffè San Marco
as cultural institution protected by its writers

As I stated above, the historical Caffè San Marco became from the 1990s
onwards subject to local public discussions around Trieste’s sense of
cityness. Indeed, the cafe appeared in several literary representations of
famous and less-famous Triestine authors. ‘Language has crossed these
spaces in the form of literature,’ observed also Mauro Covacich (2006,
29) in his literary city guide Trieste Sottosopra.400 In this book he addressed
the experiences in Caffè San Marco especially from a perspective of the
‘everyday’ practice of language – for Covacich about the ways Triestini
order their coffees in this famous coffeehouse. In what follows, I explore
how Caffe San Marco became that central to local public discussions
during the 1990s and 2000s. By so doing, this analysis reveals how the
image of the cafe has consciously been restaged during the last two
decades, which also turned the Caffè San Marco into a critical laboratory
of poetic elite imaginaries of Trieste as a cosmopolitan city.
Caffè San Marco is nowadays in particular remembered for its
turbulent opening years around 1914. ‘It was inaugurated in 1914 and
soon became the spiritual center of the city. […] It is also said that the
Caffè was an informal “headquarters” where the anti-Austrian were
facilitated to escape in Italy,’ the European Historic Cafes Association
(EHICA Online, n.d.) writes for example, counting Caffè San Marco as
one of its members. The opening of the cafe, named after the first owner
Marco Lovrinovich, had initially been complicated by the Habsburg
city administration, problematizing first the many existing cafes in the
direct neighborhood and later the intended name of the establishment
On beaches and literary cafes
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too – ‘Marco’ after the Venetian patron and symbol of Italian irredentist
struggle was too suspicious (Vinci and Vinci 2014). The interior of the
new cafe initially presented to the visitor a Viennese coffeehouse, yet on
second sight, the visitor could recognize the decorations demonstrating
the irredentist motives of the owner and its cafe regulars.401 The cafe was
closed and devastated in May 1915, due to the irredentist activities and
‘in name of Habsburg patriotism’ (ibid., 46). Lovrinovich was imprisoned,
and when the cafe reopened in 1919 it opened as part of an Italian
city. During the interwar years, Caffè San Marco was one of the cafes
appearing in the urban autobiographies of Trieste’s writers, as mentioned
earlier. In January 1994, the owner organized a grand celebration for
Caffè San Marco’s 80th anniversary. Il Piccolo reported about these
festivities, remarking that the café ‘has suffered the violence of political
criminals’ (Salvini 1994a, 10). Trieste’s writers were here presented as
key figures in the historical and present culture of the cafe, as comes to
the fore in the way the reporter introduced ‘Claudio Magris and Fulvio
Tomizza, symbols of the Triestine culture which in Caffè San Marco has
experienced some of the most significant moments’ (ibid.).402
The image presented here of Caffè San Marco is a known one
– recognizable for the narratives of Trieste’s cafes as sites of intellectual
literary encounter during periods of political turmoil in the city. Yet,
there is an additional element that gave rise to the particularity of Caffè
San Marco and which added to the rise of the cafe as one of the bestknown Triestine literary cafes. From the 1990s onwards, the person of the
Triestine writer-figure became part of a public cult around the literary
Caffè San Marco. This dynamic came particularly to the fore during the
recurrent imminent closure of the cafe during these years and - as I think
is fair to say – is also instigated by it. In 1997 for instance, the imminent
closure evoked a renewed attention for the cafe. After the suicide of
Mario De Vita in September 1996, the cafe owner who had restored
the interior of the place in 1989 into its original 1914 status, Trieste’s
letterati – its writers, the ‘amici del caffè’ club Gambrinus - and the Fai
(Fondo per l’ambiente italiano) campaigned to save Caffè San Marco from
closure, which was the result of problems with the cafe license (Magris
1996; Maranzana 1996; Vinci 1996). All make a plea for the salvation of
the ‘internationally renowned historical and artistic heritage of the city of
Trieste’ that they assigned the cafe (Constantinides 1997; Il Piccolo 1997a,
1997b, 1997c).403 Trieste’s letterati thus assigned a cultural ownership to
the cafe, as a spherical place that embodied a local ‘historical-artistic’
heritage. During those years, such a literary-intellectual sphere often
came to the fore in descriptions of the cafe as a place increasingly visited
by youngsters and students to study ‘in meditation’.404
In a similar manner, during the years that followed, Claudio
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Magris became important in modeling the cafe into a memory place
of triestinità. An event in November 2001, for instance, highlights the
influence of Magris on the public image of Caffè San Marco. When a
historical organization intended to organize a private party in the cafe,
where it had invited a former SS fighter for a lecture, this gave rise to a
tumultuous public discussion initiated by Magris. The author instructed
to remove his portrait from Caffè San Marco in occasion of this party,
because he did not want to be associated with a former SS fighter. The
visit conflicted with the historical sphere in the cafe, so the author declared
– a statement after which also the owner of the cafe and Trieste’s Mayor
hastened to share their displeasure as well as the message that the private
dinner was canceled (Ernè 2001; Boria 2001; Filippi 2001). During the
years that followed, Magris was important for the image of Caffè San
Marco too. He was even made into a public patron of the cafe since
he was one of the place’s most loyal clients. When after years of decay
of the cafe, the Assicurazioni Generali – since decades the owner of the
building – had problems with attracting a new manager for the place,
closure impended. It was, finally, the Triestine author who made on May
29, 2013 a call in the national newspaper Corriere della Sera to save this
in history and atmosphere unique urban site. The call, which did not
remain local but also reached the pages of The Guardian (Davies 2013),
was more than successful. After a long quest, the cafe was reopened in
2014. New associates were the Triestine family Delithanassis (from GreekJewish origins, as the son Delithanassis repeatedly emphasized during our
interview), who owned a small publishing house and bookshop not far
from Caffè San Marco. They reopened the cafe a hundred years after the
first opening - restoring the San Marco in its old early-twentieth century
glory (Image 6.2).
The cafe’s interior has since been renovated. It hosts a successful
bookshop, a program with lectures, and again turned into a vivid cafe that
is visited by a wide intellectual and non-intellectual audience from all over
Trieste and all parts of Europe. The role and position of the writer-figure
in the urban imagination of Caffè San Marco remains central – yet, has
made a meaningful shift. Trieste’s writers do not only ‘create’ the cafe as
an intellectual atmosphere which appears in the historical imaginations
of the city. Trieste’s writers started to use the urban imaginations to
protect the cafe as a material urban place too, and which they needed to
fight for to keep it opened.
‘These are all elements that give life to the cafe’
The Caffè San Marco has historically received meaning as a cultural
institution in the city and, simultaneously, is most of all a business that
needs to stay in financial health to remain opened. This element of
On beaches and literary cafes
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entrepreneurship is in itself a reinforcing aspect of how the cafe would
‘breathe’ a sense of triestinità. In context of my wider aim in this chapter
to understand how Caffè San Marco has become a central urban site
to ‘experience’ the sense of Trieste, I wanted to know more about how
the current managers of Caffè San Marco deal with the public image of
their cafe in relation to the urgency to operate a successful cafe business.
I therefore interviewed Alexandros Delithanassis, since 2014 manager
of the cafe, and Loriana Ursich, since that same year manager of the
inside bookshop Libreria San Marco.405 In what follows, I want to reflect
on two elements that came to the fore during these interviews and which
my interviewees considered as key aspects of Caffè San Marco’s current
success, yet didn’t exist before 2014: the Libreria San Marco and the antico
Caffè San Marco trademark.
When I asked Alexandros Delithanassis, who runs the cafe since
2014, how he became interested in Caffè San Marco he answered me as
follows:
[With my father] we opened this Caffè San Marco. We have done
it opposite to what one does in modern times, let’s say. That is to
open a bar in bookshops. We have opened, instead, a bookshop in
a grand historic cafe. Which was closed because nobody wanted,
it was too difficult. Because there is this word ‘literary’, right? It
is a typical literary cafe, though. This business…. it is not always
recommended with literature (Delithanassis 2018).406
Delithanassis seems to refer here to the difficult years Caffè San Marco
went through before 2014 - a difficulty that, according to him, was
related to the historical allocation of the cafe as a place of ‘literature’. In
Delithanassis’ words, the literary business was a highly difficult market.
Whereas bookshops nowadays often choose to bring a cafe inside the shop
in order to widen its audience, the new manager of Caffè San Marco
brought the bookshop to his cafe – a choice that might be obvious, since
he and his father were active in the publishing industry for many years.
Father and son Delithanassis owned a new-scientist publishing house and
small bookshop, which, like the Caffè San Marco during the early 2000s
had difficulties to remain profitable. Delithanassis and his father realized
that the literary aspect characterizing the cafe should remain, yet to be
transformed towards a different outlook.
Remarkably, Delithanassis turned the cafe into a profitable
business by combining the two businesses – the cafe and the bookshop.
The bookshop, for him, seems to be key in the success of the cafe, since
it brought a contemporary and modern solution for the ‘old-fashioned’
literary cafe. Moreover, bringing in the bookshop enunciated a strong
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consciousness of the image and reputation of the cafe within a broader
image of Trieste. When I asked Loriana Ursich, who manages Libreria
San Marco, to tell me about this decision to open a bookshop in the cafe,
she responded:
Caffè San Marco is a sacred religion, there was nothing to be
achieved. The bookshop actually returned that what was the
origin of the San Marco. San Marco has always been a meeting
point for people of culture, a multicultural place – there existed
4 or 5 different newspapers under the Austro-Hungarian Empire
[which could be consulted at the San Marco] (Ursich 2018).407
Ursich suggests here that the bookshop was able to return ‘that what was
the origin of San Marco.’ She then lists those elements that she considers
characteristic for the cafe’s origins: a place of encounter between people
of culture, a multicultural ambience – two elements that she connects
with the city’s Habsburg past.
During my conversation with Delithanassis too, the cafe owner
recurrently highlighted the multiculturality of his clients, as well as his
own background, being of Greek origin and Jewish, even turning this
point into a recurrent trope during our interview. Later in my interview
with Ursich, the librarian returned to the issue of the cafe’s multicultural
clientele in a different way, namely by emphasizing that with the new
owner, the staff had fully changed: The staff now exists of young educated
people, who at least speak two or three languages – in triestino they
probably don’t know how to respond, but they are prepared to host an
international audience, so Ursich (2018) remarked. The bookshop thus
returns to the cafe a sphere of multicultural encounter, which has been
associated with its past as Habsburg coffeehouse.
Rather than asking whether, with the act of restaging, this
imperial multicultural ambience might had been lost, I am interested in
the question what this Habsburg ambience then serves for. An explanation
can be found in what Giulia Carabelli (2019) has characterized as the
restaged ‘atmosphere of empire’ around Trieste’s coffeehouses. Willingly
and unwillingly restaging an atmosphere of the Habsburg empire to
today’s coffeehouses of Trieste, Carabelli has shown, functions to engineer
nostalgic Habsburg expectations of tourists. Meanwhile, she shows how
this practice is for Trieste’s entrepreneurs a way to reclaim stewardship
to the nostalgic historical narratives projected on their city and its urban
heritage. The reflections of my interviewees about the restaging of Caffè
San Marco correspond with these two explanations. Both the argument
by Delithanassis that bringing the bookshop into the cafe was an act
opposite from what is normally done, as well as the claim by Ursich that
On beaches and literary cafes
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this enabled to return an ambience to the cafe that was so characteristic
for Trieste, ‘corresponds to the need to create new narratives in which
the city is no longer […] a marginal player but rather […] becomes a
key partner in designing, developing, and guiding new economic ventures
in Italy and central Europe’ (ibid., 390). This practice locates ‘home
squarely in Trieste and ask[s] for its citizens to stop looking outward and
concentrate on what the city might offer for a prosperous future’ (ibid.).
This explanation assumes a tension between maintaining a
local particularity on the one hand and an interest to go along with the
demands of the clients and international visitors of Trieste and the cafe
on the other hand. Indeed, this tension was regularly brought to the
fore during the interviews. When asking Ursich to reflect on her idea
of a caffè letterario, whether the meaning has changed, and whether she
thought that such a denotation had a self-promoting effect, she provided
a surprising realistic outlook on the nostalgia that surrounds Caffè San
Marco as literary cafe. After having emphasized the cafe’s role as ‘living
room [salotto] … in the sense of, as an extension of one’s own personal
space’ (Ursich 2018), she continued:
The image of the literary cafe is very important for Caffè San
Marco, in my opinion. With this new management, it has now
become an integral part. And it is part of its characteristics. I
think that taking away or changing something, would again
change the life of the cafe. It is a literary cafe, because it is a
place where people meet, in any case they talk here about books.
Anyway, there meet people who make culture, who take care of…
[culture]. That is sure from this point of view. But it is objectively
one of the cafe’s characteristics. It is not that we don’t invent
anything. It is an important element, as important as – a refined
and particular cuisine. One that makes pasticceria, made every day
by our pastry chef [pasticciera]. These are all elements that give life
to the cafe. And now they are all important in the same way.408
In the citation above, Ursich emphasized the importance of the image
of the cafe as a literary place, which has again been restaged by the
new manager. Interestingly, her considerations also suggested that the
historical image of San Marco as a place of urban encounter has started
to develop its own path. The historical image of the literary cafe, brings
as much success and authenticity to the place as the fact that they produce
their own pasticcerie. ‘All these elements […] give life to the cafe.’
A similar tension between local particularity and demands of an
international clientele – relating also to questions of authenticity - arose
when Ursich elaborated on the selection of book titles in her shop. With
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enthusiasm, the librarian told me about the types of books she selected
for the bookshop, of which a key section has been dedicated to books
about and related to the city of Trieste. This type of book is bought,
she explained, by ‘a medium-high type of tourism. Because we are near
the synagogue, so the tourists who come up to us are a cultured type of
tourist, curious. If not, there is another part of tourism that stays around
the Piazza [Unità] […]. There is a group of clients that is renewed every
week. […] It does not become a tourist corner, but it is experienced as a
real bookshop’ (ibid.).409 Other than the books on Trieste, the bookshop
is specialized in ‘la buona letteratura’ (the high literature): philosophy,
humanities and history, mainly from small publishing houses. ‘They make
products of the highest quality but with a limited market which at us finds
a proper customer’ (ibid.).410 Thus, the librarian is much aware of the
type of book the visitors want to find in her bookshop. In the books they
buy they will be confirmed in the self-fulfilling prophecy that is Trieste’s
cosmopolitan urban imagination – still, it looks like a ‘real bookshop’.
This local marketing strategy simultaneously allows for maintaining the
type of literature that the librarian considers to be typical for Trieste:
high literature from small publishing houses. In this way, the demands of
the tourist market allow for sustaining an authentic sense of local cityness.
The rebranding as literary cafe is fortified by the merchandizing
of antico Caffè San Marco as trademark. Asked about what type of cafe
Delithanassis envisioned in 2014, he answered:
Exactly this. […] It is a cafe… I call it an European cafe. Now
I will explain my vision on cafes. A cafe has multiple aspects, as
substance, and as social use, as space. […] A lot of letterati come,
film directors, artists, politicians come. And ordinary people,
teachers come… a place where one encounters with people. We,
for example, make our own espresso coffee [il caffè solo]. We don’t
have any brand on our coffee, we are our brand. We have our
own brand. If you drink a coffee at the counter, it is a San Marco
coffee, not Illy, it’s neither Hausbrandt, nor Segafredo… We do
everything ourselves, we are a bit autarkic (Delithanassis 2018).411
Delithanassis described here how he considered and developed San
Marco as trademark. Already in 1994, while having an eye on the future,
the previous cafe-manager told Il Piccolo during the celebrations of the
80th anniversary of Caffè San Marco about his plans to create a ‘Caffè
San Marco brand’ in the near future, which would qualify the coffee,
wines and pasticceria originating from the cafe as ‘made in Trieste’ (Salvini
1994b, 14). The realization of this plan had to wait until 2014. When
Delithanassis registered antico Caffè San Marco as trademark, this served –
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besides membership of the European Historic Cafes Association - mainly
to sell the cafe’s roasted coffee online, which indeed happens since 2019
via Amazon. For Delithanassis, the antico Caffè San Marco trademark is more
than a characteristic of ‘a Trieste-brand’: the choice for an independent
coffee brand assigns the cafe an important place in the urban experience,
without which an ‘authentic’ urban experience would be incomplete.
Caffè San Marco thus turned to the fore of local public attention
from the 1990s onwards, meanwhile being part of a historical tradition
of a local sense of Triestine cityness in which literary cafes have taken a
central position from the early twentieth century on. Whereas Trieste’s
literary cafes existed as places core to the urban imaginations of Trieste –
emerging as literary spaces of urban encounter between the city’s writers
and intellectuals and embodying Trieste’s cultural border experience –
their importance returned in the 1990s as physical places of Trieste’s
past and values. This development was activated by two incentives. On
the one hand it emerged from the conviction that Caffè San Marco had
to be protected as spatial embodiment of those elements that would
characterize Trieste’s past. Trieste’s writers played a key role in this
dynamic of safeguarding triestinità. Their interventions to keep the San
Marco as a Triestine place of intellectual encounter served to prevent
degradation of the cafe as experience of triestinità: either by preventing
the cafe from closure, or by preventing it from hosting guests who would
contravene the cafe’s cosmopolitan traditions.
On the other hand, the recent invocations of Caffè San Marco
as an intellectual cosmopolitan salon respond to expectations of Trieste’s
tourists who visited the Caffè San Marco and were charmed by images
of Trieste as literary cityscape and nostalgic Habsburg Mitteleuropean
city. Instead of remaining a cafe that depends on a clientele of writers
and intellectuals, the cafe management transformed the identifying
imaginaries of the cafe into a modern business model. This business model
based on literary values and the imperial ambience of a salotto, respected
the authenticity of the cafe and simultaneously used these experiences
of ‘urban authenticity’ to meet the expectations of international tourists
and young triestini – all in their own way expecting a literary ambience
where being in this Triestine cafe atmosphere would lead to intellectual
encounters and cultural inspiration. This analysis of how Caffè San
Marco became an important urban place that would reflect Trieste’s
sense of cityness, shows that this cafe is – as much as a site that remains
speaking to the cosmopolitan imagination of the city – a site that actively
remakes the historical Triestine atmosphere and in so doing critically
engages with the poetic elite imaginations of Trieste as cosmopolitan city.
Literary imaginations have historically been key to the fashioning
of Trieste’s cosmopolitan urban spaces. The San Marco case showed how
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with the changing of interests around the historical literary cafes, also the
meaning of the ‘literary’ has changed. This chapter has so far explored
the urban place-making process at one of Trieste’s key urban spaces – the
literary cafe – and critically examined the imaginative (literary, political,
and economic) and affective (memories, senses, atmospheres) processes
that have created the circumstances in which these urban places were
assigned an important role in a sense of triestinità. In what follows, I will
explore Trieste’s Pedocin beach, to which specific characteristics are
often ascribed that reinforce broader cultural imaginations of Trieste as
a cosmopolitan city. Whereas Trieste’s dominant cultural imaginings of
cosmopolitan sites have focused in particular around the above described
historical importance of Trieste’s literary cafes, Trieste’s beaches - and
the Pedocin beach in particular - have recently come under renewed
attention in the cultural imaginings of Trieste.

Imagining the seas of Trieste
The urban places of encounter in the city – such as Trieste’s literary
cafes - have always existed in interaction with the two physical topoi that
dominate the geography of Trieste: the city is bordered on one side by
the Carso (‘Karst’, the mineral stone creating the vast rocky landscape that
surrounds the city) and on the other side by the waters of the Adriatic
Sea. Susan Stewart has observed that the urban dweller often longs for
other parts of the landscape that make up a city: ‘to walk in the city
is to experience the disjuncture of partial vision/partial consciousness.
The narrativity of this walking is belied by a simultaneity we know and
yet cannot experience’ (Stewart [1984] 1993, 2). In a similar manner in
Trieste, we find that the Carso and the sea are two topoi without which the
urban dweller’s experience of the modern world is incomplete. Both the
sea and the karst have played key roles in the many literary and cultural
representations that have shaped the geography and urban imaginary
of Trieste. Il mio Carso (‘My Karst’), the famous 1912 autobiographic
novel of the Trieste-born writer and irredentist Scipio Slataper, is the
best-known example of how literature is able to create an imaginative
cityscape caught between the sea and the karst. Slataper’s novel describes
a young man’s quest to stand up in a modernizing world, amid the modern
city’s transformation and the rise of national awareness. As a geophysical
formation, the karst is full of metaphorical possibilities for the literary
imagination, a creative landscape through which Slataper lets nature fuse
with myth and history, evoking a vital force linking past and present, while
anticipating the age to come (Lombardo 2003, 80–87; Bond 2016). The
splashing waves described in Slataper’s memories endow the sea with the
status of a primordial element that expresses the spirit of universal life
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(or: cosmopolitan life, when understood as a belonging to humanity), as
do the mountains and the bora – the north-eastern wind.
The topoi of the sea and its seashore offer the city an endless horizon,
embodying a cosmopolitan optic aperture that has been a defining
characteristic of Trieste’s past as a wealthy port city and marine society.
Scholars have argued that Trieste, like other Mediterranean port cities,
has been marked by a ‘grounded’ cosmopolitan existence in that the
vibrant port life and trade activities occasioned forms of coexistence and
daily interaction between people from all parts of the world (Cartier 1999;
Cocco 2010; Driessen 2005; Purvis 2009; Waley 2009). This cosmopolitan
ethos of freedom and openness to others is still reflected – and today
widely appropriated by scholarly, political and touristic discourses (Cocco
2010; Colombino 2009) – in widespread discussions of the persistence of
cosmopolitanism in the modern European world of territorially bounded
nation states. Trieste’s urban identity has often been referred to as one of
living with ‘the border within’ (Bialasiewicz and Minca 2010, 1086) and
as ‘a never fully definable but for that no less border identity’ (Ara and
Magris [1982] 2007), which has enabled the triestini to embrace difference.
Accounts of this ‘European cosmopolitanism’ (Waley 2009; Bialasiewicz
2009) often read Trieste as an urban microcosm of a ‘Europe united in
diversity’ and as a microcosm of the many worlds at Europe’s borders.
Drawing on this past as a port city, the contemporary image of Trieste’s
‘seas’ as a horizon of possibilities is strengthened by the very nature of
beaches as places where people who would not normally meet come
together.
More recently, the existing topoi of the Carso, the city and the sea
have been reenacted in alternative cultural representations of Trieste’s
urbanity (Image 6.3 and Image 6.4). These representations are more
accessible to a wider public, for they move away from mainly literary
‘highbrow’ representations and are replaced by urban images in film, new
media and more popular – accessible – literature written in the triestino
local dialect. Such cultural representations rediscover local places of
urban encounter, such as the osmiza on the karst.412 Andare in giro per osmize
(‘Going around the osmize’) – visiting the countryside inns run by Slovenian
families, which, conventionally for only eight days during the year, serve
traditional food and wine – seems to be experienced as a simultaneously
traditional and rediscovered ‘hip’ way for young and old city dwellers
to meet with friends in a ‘multicultural’ and a multilingual environment
during the weekend.413
Next to the Carso, the topos of the beach – the latter described as
‘seas’ (in plural) by writers from the city414 – of Trieste has also received
renewed cultural attention, turning its beaches into reenacted local spaces
of encounter. In popular publications about the city, a typical expression
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Image 6.3 – One of Trieste’s key geographies: the Karst. Trieste’s coat of arms is here carved into the
karst stone along the Rilke path (2018).

is that Trieste ‘is its sea, maybe even more than any other Italian, [or]
perhaps European city’ (Manzon 2015, 6).415 This discourse casts physical
space as manifesting, or otherwise expressive of, Trieste’s urban identity,
feeding into one of the identifying ‘myths’ of the city and serving as a
metaphorical mirror for urban dynamics. Trieste’s sea, as the Trieste
born artist and art critic Gillo Dorfles (2015, 29) has observed, ‘is not
really a sea but rather a kind of salt lake, without any waves.’416 The
idea of ‘Trieste between Carso and sea’, which has become the slogan
of present-day touristic promotion of the city (PromoTurismo FVG,
n.d.a), presents the sea as that side of the city that opens up urban life
and its citizens’ attitude towards the world. Asked about the meaning of
the sea for the city, Trieste’s present-day writers present similar images:
on one side, the landscape of the karst forms part of a Mitteleuropean
spirit that historically shaped the civic culture of continental Trieste and
that functioned as a ‘laboratory of the discomfort and of the analyses
of the discomfort of civilization’, according to Claudio Magris (2015,
54), probably the most famous contemporary writer of Trieste.417 On
the other side of the city, the sea stands for the cosmopolitan aperture
that has characterized Trieste’s marine society: an ethos of freedom and
openness to others.
Indeed, for many of Trieste’s writers – who have an important voice in
drawing and identifying the city’s urbanity – the seashores offer a memory
of absolute happiness, connecting past and present. The Trieste-born
Slovenian author Boris Pahor, for example, characterizes the role that the
sea has played in his life as follows: ‘I have always had a great intimacy
with the sea, a great intimacy in the sea. For me [the sea] has always been
an open space, a momentum of pure air’. As such, Pahor positions the
sea in opposition to the city, which he perceived as a labyrinth pervaded
by an anguished atmosphere (2015, 81–82; 2011).418 For Trieste’s writers,
the seashores offer reflection, functioning as ‘an endless horizon that
seems to be a prelude to other, larger seas and oceans’ (Magris 2015,
50; 1991).419 In such representations the horizon of the sea takes on a
symbolic Odyssean significance, symbolizing a longing for oneself and
for the value of life. Indeed, the reclamation of the seascape produces
what Susan Stewart ([1984] 1993, 2) describes as an experience of cycle
in which ‘lies the futility and productive possibility of human making’.
Being a source for reflection, Trieste’s sea is also experienced as a
place of desertion, where the everyday preoccupations and incidents of
urban life are not felt. ‘[I experience] the sea as symbol of the unity of
life, despite the lacerations, the shipwrecks and the tragedies. A sea of
mysterious serenity, enigmatic symbol of nostalgia but also of satisfaction’,
Claudio Magris (2015, 55) has written.420 In literary representations, the
sea of Trieste is not only a place of relaxation, but has more to do with
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Image 6.4 – One of Trieste’s key geographies: the sea. View on the city from Trieste’s popular Barcola
beach (2018).

a mythical and reflexive horizon – a common connection before the
eighteenth century (Corbin 1994).421 An important difference is that this
mythical sea is not sinister and unchanging, but enticing and liberating in
its power to evoke reflection and connect past and present.
The ways in which the sea reflects the city and its meaning back to itself
are simultaneously invoked through certain everyday practices of place.
These are, first, the bathing ritual itself – discussed in more depth in the
next section – and, second, the triestino dialect, the main language spoken
on Trieste’s beaches. Triestino represents a certain set of urban values of
triestinità. Existing next to the Slovenian largely spoken in the surrounding
countryside and to the German of the Habsburg administration, Trieste’s
dialect developed out of the Venetian Italian dialect and, once it has
mixed with Central European, Balkan and Mediterranean influences,
served as a pragmatic lingua franca for the commercial cosmopolitan urban
elite during the Habsburg era. Triestino, as Minca has argued, represented
‘values that coincided precisely with those of the new urban elite’ (2009a,
188), and yet simultaneously served as an instrument for social and
economic integration in the city. Triestino, moreover, was not a dialect of
tradition, but rather one demonstrating a progressive modern outlook on
the world outside the city (Pellegrini 2001, 293, cited in: Minca 2009a,
183). Considered both an elite language and a popular idiom, the dialect
succeeded in bringing various urban communities and classes together.
Understood as a linguistic performance that ruptures the homogeneity
of national (and imperial) languages, the practice of triestino dialect can
therefore be considered an ongoing enactment of citizenship (Isin and
Nielsen 2008, 2).
When Mauro Covacich, in his literary city guide Trieste Sottosopra
(2006), describes the sea as the key primordial element in the identification
of triestinità, he emphasizes the role of the dialect. Claudio Minca has
reflected on this passage, in which Covacich describes Trieste’s teenagers
who dive of the shore of the local Barcola city beach as a moment of
‘deep communication’:
Covacich wonders how is it possible that, generation after
generation, the dives don’t change – and carry the very same
names in dialect, untranslatable into Italian but wonderfully
evocative of the different types of performance, staged for an
always-appreciative audience. The art of the perfect dive is not
necessarily something passed on from fathers to sons, and neither
are the colourful descriptions that capture these performances.
Covacich wonders, then, if it is not precisely the rocky shore, that
glistening sea – that which he sees as distinct triestinità, translated
into space on the Barcola beach – that binds the past and the
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present; that brings together ways of being and ways of doing
that are eminently ‘triestine’; a unique koine that manifests itself at
all the key moments in the history of the city, but that also marks
its most mundane, banal aspects. (Minca 2009a, 173)
The use of dialect for describing these everyday performances of diving
into the sea amid an unmistakably Triestine landscape constitutes, Minca
suggests, a space of urban identity that connects experiences of local past
and present.
The sea is thus not only part of one of the myths that produces
historical imaginations of Trieste as a site of cosmopolitanism and
openness towards difference. In the performativity of the myth itself, to
follow the invocation of the sea by Magris, the sea starts to act as a gigantic
mirror of the contradictions at stake in the urban society. Through the
presence of everyday practices in the various cultural representations of
Trieste’s seashores, the beaches constitute the place where this ‘urban
mirror’ takes shape.
‘We call this place Pedocin’
Before turning to the question of how L’Ultima Spiaggia visualizes the
Pedocin as an urban mirror, I will introduce the beach’s particularities.
For as long as the triestini can remember, so the local story goes, the Lanterna
beach has always been called el Pedocin. This denotation in triestino dialect
expresses urban dwellers’ strong attachment to this beach. Construction
on the walled beach began in the late nineteenth century, during the
Habsburg period, and it was officially inaugurated in 1903. The wall was
probably constructed by the city municipality as a public bathing place.
Some narratives state that the name Pedocin originates from the Italian
spidocchiare (‘delousing’) that refers to the soldiers from the neighboring
army base who came to the beach to literally delouse. Others argue that
pedocin in triestino dialect can either be translated to as la piccola cozza (‘the
small mussel’), referring to the mussels growing around the beach, or as
el ciodin, namely the small nails in the wall used by bathers to hang their
clothes (Marchente 2015; Brusaferro 2015, 2016).
Originally a wooden fence, the wall dividing the beach was soon
replaced by a concrete partition (Image 6.5 and Image 6.6). Entrance to
the beach was free, so that everyone in the city could make use of the
bathhouse on the seashore. This changed from 1938 onwards. Yet, the
low costs of entry, which remains no more than the price of a regular bus
ticket, is emphasized in a wide range of representations of the Pedocin as
a proof of its broader accessibility to the urban populace. One example
can be found in the online Italian newspaper Il Post, which notes a 1943
reader survey conducted by the Trieste newspaper Il Piccolo, in which
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Image 6.5 - Bagno Popolare alla Lanterna Danneggiato (1911).

readers were voted on proposals to remove the dividing wall to enable
wider accessibility and reduce the entrance fee. The readers voted against
the idea (Marchente 2015). Why the wall still divides the beach today is
not entirely clear. Examining how the beach and its wall are experienced
and imagined, however, may bring us closer to understanding how
segregation and encounter are understood – and practiced – in this
specific urban environment.
The walls demarcating the beach from the city have in late
2017 been covered by murals by local street artists. The murals ‘narrate
Trieste, its characters, its places, and the sea’ (Il Piccolo 2017b). This local
government initiative, titled the Chromopolis project, attempts to weave
the Pedocin beach into the official city narrative. Since its opening, the
Pedocin has commonly been understood as a place of everydayness and
normalcy, as a bathing place that is accessible to everybody and open
all year. Although Italian and foreign journalists often characterize the
Pedocin as the ‘last remaining wall of Europe’ because of its genderdividing wall; the triestini themselves emphasize the normalcy assigned to
the wall and the beach – a phenomenon that can be illustrated by the local
rite of andar al bagno (literally in Italian: ‘Going to the bathroom or toilet’).
This custom is addressed by the Trieste-born novelist Mauro Covacich
in his literary city guide Trieste Sottosopra (Covacich 2006, 83), in which he
explains that andar al bagno gives voice to the familiarity and frequency of
that habit what in the rest of Italy would be referred to as andare al mare
(‘Go to the sea’). A day at the beach, in other words, feels as quotidian
as a visit to the bathhouse, as opposed to an encounter with that wild sea
described by Slataper as a primordial element manifesting the spirit of
life. The calm sea of the Pedocin has therefore often been interpreted as
inviting cults of pleasure, either in terms of a feeling ‘coming from the
inside’ and taught to children from Trieste from an early age, educated as
they are in ‘the cult of the sun, the sea, and the bora [¼] (emphasis added)’
(ibid., 84),422 or that of embodied pleasure, encompassing anything from
the perfect tan to ultimate relaxation (Brusaferro 2015).
A way to enter Trieste
Indeed, in the production process of L’Ultima Spiaggia, the ‘everydayness’
of the andar al bagno rite was a central motif for the film directors. Thanos
Anastopoulos and Davide Del Degan joined forces when they discovered
that they both had the same intention to film the Pedocin, this beach that
reminded them of their youth on the seaside.423 Del Degan was born and
raised in Trieste, and had often visited the Pedocin with his grandparents
as a child. Anastopoulos grew up in Greece and moved to Trieste, where
the Pedocin reminded him of the winter beaches in Athens that he used
to visit as a child with his father. Although both directors specialized
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mainly in fiction, this film on the beach had to become a documentary.
‘Trieste can be anything in anyone’s mind’, Anastopoulos has stated in
our interview, having summed up the various myths that he connects with
his experience of Trieste (2017). The documentary about the beach was
both a way to grasp life in Trieste beyond these urban mythifications
(Anastopoulos 2017) and a way to get lost in this place. Documentary
film enabled the directors to explore human being as well as the directors’
own perception of the world (Del Degan 2017).
What was initially a local, modestly funded Italian, French and
Greek collaboration turned into a wide success among a both Trieste
audience and other Mediterranean cinemas and film festivals, eventually
making it to the 2016 Cannes Film Festival. After the film’s successful
release, the film directors tried to maintain an experience of everydayness
around their film. The premiere took place in a large theatre in Trieste –
despite the 1000 seats, not all visiting triestini could be seated. The film’s
reception at Cannes festival, moreover, made producer Nicoletta Romeo
realize that this was a ‘glocal documentary’. Even during the promotional
tour through France, she noticed, there were people approaching her with
‘glocal’ Mediterranean narratives that they had recognized in the film.
Romeo remembered a French girl who talked to her about a particular
scene in the film: ‘“you know, my grandmother said the same thing about
the fish. That you cannot eat fish because of all the dead people in the
sea.” Then I understood that this is a glocal documentary. So local and
global’ (2017).
The documentary L’Ultima Spiaggia narrates the lives and stories
of everyday beachgoers at the Pedocin, situating its narrative around the
wall that characterizes the (real) Pedocin beach. The gender-segregation
instituted by the wall emphasizes the beach’s gated character. Indeed,
the film producers highlight the limited space for manoeuvre. They
established four rules of practice while making the documentary, through
which they actively depicted the beach as a ‘microcosm’: first, not to
conduct interviews; second, to situate all filming on the beach itself and
not to follow the characters in their private lives; third, to film for one full
year; and fourth, not to talk themselves so that the protagonists would
speak ‘from themselves’ (Anastopoulos 2017). This method served to
‘show the place to understand why people still go there today, and we
wanted to show the place through people’, film producer Romeo (2017)
explained to me. The liminal physical space of this microcosm in the
film’s diegesis shows, I believe, similarities to Susan Stewart’s ([1984]
1993, xii) description of the miniature as ‘a metaphor for the interior
space and time of the bourgeois subject’. As the filmmakers note, the film
came to focus increasingly on borders and boundaries, identity, diversity
and discrimination (Anastopoulos 2017; Del Degan 2017; Romeo 2017).
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Image 6.6 - Trieste’s Pedocin Beach on Google Earth (2017).

In the film, the camera follows the elderly people on the beach
particularly closely, showing them enjoying their old age on both sides
of the wall. For the elderly triestini the beach is a pleasant environment
to spend their days; for the young triestini too the beach is portrayed as
a place of leisure. The peaceful, gated, environment and soft – almost
pastel – colors of the filmic Pedocin present the beach as a utopian place
of pleasure. During sunny days of filming, the beach is offered as a space
of naked bodies, which underlines its differences with life in the city –
as discussed in the scholarship on beaches and urban encounter. With
a group of older men on the one side of the beach and older women
on the other, the film directors were able to build a relationship since
most of these older people visit the Pedocin every day of the year. Elderly
beachgoers are depicted as spending their days together and evaluating
life in conversations and interactions, which are documented on camera.
The documentary develops several minor storylines, centred around
the deaths of beach regular Pasquale and the beach cleaning lady. By
and large, the camera seems to observe life on the beach – positioned in
the middle of or next to the beachgoers, taking part in the beach life.
However, focalization – the theoretical concept that allows to distinguish
the visual perspectives from which presented elements are observed in
a given cultural work (Bal [1985] 2009, 145–164) – forms a powerful
narrative technique in L’Ultima Spiaggia. Because the focalization of the
camera is able to penetrate lived reality of the Pedocin only by observing
the beach as a stage for embodied performances, the film focuses mainly
on the – gated – spatial setting where possible interactions and encounters
take place.
Yet, the documentary develops an additional level of narrativity,
which takes the form of three scattered interruptions of archival black and
white film fragments. These interruptions reflect on the different forms of
focalization that characterize the various urban imaginaries and worlds of
Trieste. The first fragment originates from a short propaganda film that
shows Allied Forces demarcating the borders outside the then Free state of
Trieste. These borders would eventually become the Italian and Yugoslav
1954 division. The scene depicts the historical political reality that
Trieste has been the subject of constant geopolitical tension. The second
fragment shows little fish in an underwater world. This scene originates
from fascist film material that was made for the 1933 inauguration of the
Trieste Aquario Marino (Marine Aquarium). The fragment suggests a
scene from the open sea – what Anastopoulos (2017) has called ‘poetic’.
However, having been shot in one of the Trieste aquarium basins, the
fragment belongs to the Fascist political world of the 1930s. The third
fragment offers a scene from the Cold War fiction film Diplomatic Courier
(1952). It shows a conversation between two actors flying by plane over
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Image 6.7 - Film Poster L’Ultima Spiaggia (2016).

Cold War Trieste, identifying heterogeneous images of Trieste as a city
of spies and counter-spies, Tito supporters and Tito haters, Stalinists and
anti-Stalinists, ‘the world in a city’. All three film fragments – each typified
by a distinct style of filmic expression – open up the question of how
to narrate the history of this city. The three interruptions reflect upon
Trieste’s historical experience, which has long been written by ‘others’ –
either by Italian fascists, the Allies or American filmmakers – as a site of
conflicting geopolitical interests and imaginations.
Trieste can be anything in anyone’s mind, as can its Pedocin
beach. As we have seen above, in L’Ultima Spiaggia the filmmakers sought
to understand Trieste in all its aspects. Through the forms of narrativity
that it enrolls, the film reveals a tension between the everyday experience
of the Pedocin, which serves as a microcosm of quotidian urban life, and
the historical ‘reality’ of Trieste as a city that has long been subjected to
external geopolitical imaginations. Together, these experiences of Trieste
as a site of ‘everyday practice’ and as the subject of contested historical
imaginations indicate how the city beach functions as ‘urban mirror’,
and the meanings that it produced. To grasp how this urban mirror
takes shape on the Pedocin beach, the next two sections focus on how
the filmed characters narrate Trieste’s historical experience and explores
several scenes and motifs of ‘urban encounter’ at the Pedocin.
Bathing in a motionless sea
The scenes of L’Ultima Spiaggia reveal a tension between the seemingly
calm aesthetics of the Pedocin’s environment and its beachgoers’ troubled
socio-historical experience. As noted, at the very start of the film L’Ultima
Spiaggia, an older regular muses with the steward of the bathing area,
remarking that the Pedocin is ‘a strange beach’ (Anastopoulos and Del
Degan 2016). The two men, waiting for more beachgoers and friends to
join them during that rainy day at the Pedocin, embody the everydayness
of coming together at the beach. The calmness of the sea even during
the blowing bora mirrors the deceitfully calm surface of the urban society.
Later in the film the camera turns to one of the older regulars preparing
his lunch, accompanied by a glass of red wine, while listening to a portable
radio broadcasting an Italian radio programme about human dignity: an
image of urban serenity (Anastopoulos and Del Degan 2016). Indeed,
this performance seems to encapsulate calmness and embodied pleasure.
From a peaceful image of an old man eating his lunch in the
sun, the broadcast on human dignity suddenly falls into noise, merging
with music from another channel. After the man has found a channel
with gentle music to accompany his lunch, the radio is disturbed again
and fades into a Slovenian broadcast. At that point, the peaceful scene
suddenly changes when the man starts exclaiming ‘Ah no. Slavic no!
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Slavic never’ (Anastopoulos and Del Degan 2016). Here, the film hints
that the initial depiction of serenity on the seashore of the Pedocin is
deceptive. The apparently calm sea, L’Ultima Spiaggia reveals, has been
the witness of numerous social tensions and power struggles over history
(Ballinger 2003a, 1–14).
In this example of the old man luxuriating at the beach, the film
also registers ethnic tensions from the city’s past. The camera reveals
how ethnic tensions and discrimination go hand in hand with banal
cosmopolitan expressions of the visitors of the Pedocin. A group of elderly
women are shown singing a local Triestine song about a s’ciavo (a local
swearword for a Slavic person). Only shortly thereafter, however, they
declare to the camera that ‘we triestini are universal. We are international,
universal’ (Anastopoulos and Del Degan 2016).
In another scene, the women are shown bathing in the sea. One
woman tells the others that she does not eat fish anymore because she
had heard of the many immigrants and refugees who lost their lives
at sea, with their bodies eaten by fish (Anastopoulos and Del Degan
2016). Even the suggested unlimited freedom of the sea where they find
themselves at that moment thus has its limits and borders. Indeed, the
conversations on this beach evoke experiences of the ‘Other’, be it the
Slavic neighbor or the migrant from the multiple souths drowning in the
Mediterranean. These fought encounters with otherness do not represent
a temporary exception or emergency. Rather, the film draws attention to
multiple power-laden histories and geographies. The dynamics on the
Pedocin serve as a reminder of both the persistence of racism and the
movement of migration that ‘involve[s] structured, historical processes
and apparatuses of power’ (Chambers 2017, 2).
In addition to the presumed cosmopolitan past, conversations in
L’Ultima Spiaggia also reveal the city’s histories of conflict, forced migration
and discrimination. On both sides of the beach the elderly remember the
difficult situation in Trieste under various regimes – Italian Fascism, Nazi
German occupation and Tito’s Yugoslavia. Their memories reflect on
what it means to live in an ethnically, culturally and linguistically mixed
city, while situated in larger states that expect clearly defined identities. In
the film, discussions among the bathers on the Pedocin often centre on
experiences of nationalism and patriotism. That the citizens of Trieste
find these concepts difficult to interpret and fully engage with becomes
clear when two old friends end up in a discussion about this in the beach
bar. The camera creates a close intimacy between the friends by watching
over the shoulder of Pino. ‘There is a difference between being Italian
and being a patriot’, Pino argues to his old friend. What follows is a sharp
discussion about the meaning of patriotism, nation and nationalism:
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Image 6.8 - Underwater demarcation, slicing through the sea. Scene from L’Ultima Spiaggia (2016).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Friend: No, I was a patriot. Not a nationalist. I was a
patriot but not a nationalist.
Pino: What nation [were you part of]? What nation […]?
If you were not a nationalist […]
Friend: I am an Italian patriot.
Pino: [No you are] not.
Friend: Yes.
Pino: No, because you weren’t a nationalist.
Friend: I was not a nationalist. Because nationalism is the
ruin of the peoples. All nationalisms. All nationalisms is
the ruin of the peoples. […]
Pino: Listen to me. I don’t want to […]. [be impolite].
The difference between being Italian – and [with Italian]
I mean nationalist […]
Friend: No!
Pino: ‘Nation’, what does it mean?
Friend: Nationalist means you only support your own
kind.
Pino: Italy you mean?
Friend: Yes, instead I am for all the peoples. For all. It’s
not like I can’t stand the Poles, or the Yugoslavs. Do you
understand, I never had this hatred. But Pino, please
leave this […]424

The friends stop talking about the issue, on which they sense they will never
find agreement. Patriotism, nation and nationalism, as this conversation
shows, are concepts that reveal a historical tension between a search for
belonging and political power struggles of historical identity formation in
the city. The conversation serves as a reminder of how
everyday convivial encounters often mark […] a culture of
tolerance which leaves the issue of our multiple and intersecting
identities (including generational differences) – specifically, the
identifications through which these encounters are approached
and the differential capacity of particular voices to participate
– unaddressed, as well as the question of who has the power to
tolerate (Valentine 2008, 334).
In the encounter between the two friends, the underlying reasons for
their different points of view remain – for the sake of their friendship –
undiscussed. The closeness of the camera, however, enables the viewer
to notice how underlying socio-historical tensions play out on the beach.
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Freedom through delineation
I now want to return to the key issue of this chapter, namely the question
of how the film reflects critically on Trieste’s urban imaginaries. I now
want to remark on how the characters in the documentary film, in their
moments of urban encounter on the beach, narrate – or rather ‘perform’
– the various elements that compose the urban imagination of Trieste as
a cosmopolitan border city. As I have discussed, because the film focalizes
the beach as a stage for embodied performances, it zones in on the
sharply demarcated spatial configuration in and across which encounters
take place.
The beach regulars emphasize that the Pedocin’s dividing wall
(Image 6.7) creates a gated space that functions not to limit but rather to
liberate the bathers. In L’Ultima Spiaggia a lady playing cards tells to her
friends about her conversation with a Sicilian friend about the Pedocin
beach. She emphasizes that she cannot understand why this friend was so
surprised by the separating wall. According to her friend, the wall would
make this the only remaining gender-divided beach in the world. ‘We
are Austro-Hungarians’, the other ladies respond several times, ‘we are
Austro-Hungarians, it’s our peculiarity’ (Anastopoulos and Del Degan
2016). The ladies explicitly turn the presence of the wall and the divided
gender dynamics into imperial heritage, revoking the Habsburg myth of
a multinational society that is so strongly embedded in representations of
Trieste’s urban identity and underlines its image of a modern, industrious
and cosmopolitan urban society that precedes or overcomes the nation
state (Agnelli 2005). Anthropologist Pamela Ballinger has demonstrated
that ‘the themes of imperial Trieste (or, at least, one nostalgic view of it)
resonate with contemporary concerns about identity, multiculturalism,
immigration, assimilation and a world beyond (or, in the case of Habsburg
Trieste, before) the nation state’ (Ballinger 2003b, 94). Considering the
Pedocin’s wall as a Habsburg heritage, the women – shown playing cards
– are able to turn the wall into a nostalgic symbol of a society in which
groups (in this case genders) do not exclude each other, but exist next
to each other and even reinforce each other (ibid., 93). The wall thus
exposes a local experience to live side by side within borders and to move
beyond these same borders.
At first, the idea that the wall would encourage these subjects to
transcend established borders may seem paradoxical, especially because
the demarcation of space is core to cultural imaginings of the Pedocin.
The presence of the wall creates alienating effects in the documentary. A
semi-open railing cuts off the male part of the beach from an adjacent
pier. Animals such as a cat and a seagull can move freely, while the men
must remain behind the fence. The breach demarcation even extends
underwater, a domain in which humankind does not normally reside,
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literally slicing through the sea (Image 6.8). Moreover, L’Ultima Spiaggia
shows how even in the enclosed spaces of the Pedocin, beach chairs need
to be locked to secure them against thieves (Anastopoulos and Del Degan
2016). Henri Raymond’s theoretical condition that the beach must be
completely urbanized to become exposed as a space of leisure, and thus
of mental freedom, helps to understand the paradoxical processes by
which the beach is simultaneous demarcated and stimulates an impetuous
to transcend that same border. According to Raymond, the ‘sea and the
beach are defined by symbolic practices of urban users: as both nonurban (the rhythms of leisure are opposed to the rhythms of work) and
pre-urban (they symbolize nature)’ (Raymond cited in: Stanek 2014,
xxxi). Only by urbanizing the beach as a place of leisure can this paradox
take hold and the beach and sea be perceived, conceived and lived in
opposition to urban space.
The ‘urbanization’ of space by the demarcating wall at the – both
‘real’ and filmic – Pedocin creates a microcosm segregated by gender
that has made Claudio Magris decide to avoid the Pedocin ‘because
he doesn’t like segregation’ (2015, 52).425 He refers here to the many
periods of social and political segregation that Trieste has experienced
historically. There have, however, been alternative interpretations of
the segregation. Representations of the Pedocin often emphasize female
visitors’ habit of sunbathing topless (Brusaferro 2015, 2016). According
to these representations, sunbathing on the divided beach allows women
to experience bodily and mental freedom. In case of the filmic Pedocin,
the gender divisions seem – on both male and female sides – to publicly
reveal anti-stereotypical gender images and behavior, as one of the film
directors notes (Anastopoulos 2017). As the camera in L’Ultima Spiaggia
reveals, men speak about their weaknesses, illness and fear of death in
their section. Over the wall, female conversations are pervaded by sex,
and the songs that they sing in triestino dialect are surprisingly vulgar.
Literally naked or semi-naked by the sea, social differences among bathers
apparently disappear.
In relation to female bathing at the Pedocin, the contemporary
author Pino Roveredo cites Sigmund Freud, the Viennese psychoanalyst
who spent many years in Trieste at the beginning of the twentieth century:
Here, where the ladies from Trieste for the first time have conquered
the right to sunbathe, no trouble appears [at the Pedocin beach]; and
now it is also a strip of welcome for Muslims. The freedom is not a
benefit of the culture: it [freedom] was bigger before any culture,
and it has undergone restrictions with the evolution of civilization
(Freud cited in: Roveredo 2015, 85).426
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Linking the gender-divided space to a supposedly similar tradition in
many Muslim societies, Freud suggests that segregation would create
freedom because segregation liberates from the strictures imposed by
culture and civilization. The ‘civilization’ to which Freud refers expects
modern citizens – above all women – to be appropriately dressed and
cover bare skin. At a for that time conventional gender-divided beach,
however, this expectation could be ignored. In Roveredo’s representation,
then, the Pedocin beach can be understood as a pre-urban space, free from
civilizational restrictions and imposition – a space of bodily exposure.
This gives us to understand that the filmed beachgoers, liberated from
prevailing behavioral conventions by the beach’s segregated spatiality,
move in a space that lies ‘outside’ regular historical norms and narrative.
Bodily exposure at the beach, I would argue, enables the triestini to take
control of how they experience and narrate their urban space and history.
The documentary films the yearly celebration of the end of summer,
for which a group of female regulars organize a party on the Pedocin.
They dress up, drink wine and encourage other women on the beach to
‘join together’ (original in English). ‘Trieste is a crossroads of cultures
and races’, one of the women states in front of the camera. ‘But’, she
continues, clearly referring to the gender-divided beach,
actually we are coming together as women. Like the Triestine
proverb: ‘Viva là e po bon’ [literally: ‘Live here and then everything will
be fine’, in triestino meaning: ‘Enjoy, celebrate’] […] it is a feminine
concept. I[t] mean[s] living in your own moment (Anastopoulos
and Del Degan 2016).
Originally, the Triestine motto Viva là e po bon has two interpretations.427
Along with Viva là e po bon, the version Viva l’A[ustria] e po bon also reveals
a nostalgia for Trieste’s autonomous maritime status under Habsburg
rule. Both express the supposedly Triestine ethos of living in your own
moment and enjoying life as it comes.
‘Being able to live in your own moment’, as women on the Pedocin
declare towards the end of the documentary, is encapsulated in an
expressive and mysterious dance that is performed in the film’s closing
scene (Anastopoulos and Del Degan 2016). The dancing woman is one of
the regular visitors of the beach and her energetic, radiant and youthful
appearance may not represent her real age. In front of the camera she
dances freely, surrounded by colorful, semi-transparent veils that blur the
proportions of her semi-naked body (Image 6.9). With the beachgoers
in a daze of wine, and with a swaying camera, this final scene steps back
from the bright clarity of the beach spectacles that characterize most of
the film. Now, it is difficult to ascertain whether it is the documentary’s
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Image 6.9 - Dancing Woman. Scene from L’Ultima Spiaggia (2016).

characters or the spectator him/herself who is blurring the image
of the Pedocin in Trieste. This is the moment of unbounded bodily
experience on the beach, performed by the dancing woman. Lefebvre
([1971] 2009, 98) calls the chaos of elements at the seashore ‘floating
mists’, which represent the lacunae between the different levels of reality.
The floating mist brings on a moment of enchantment (Bennett 2001,
5–7): ‘an openness to the disturbing-captivating elements of nature, a
feeling of being connected in an affirmative way to existence, a sense
of fullness, a feeling of wonder for minor experiences’ (Obrador-Pons
2007, 138). As the filmic representation of the Pedocin shows, this beach’s
unique spatiality conditions special possibilities for encounter, for bodily
enactments that – albeit momentarily – create a moment ‘outside’, or
rather in-between, the different levels of mundane urban reality and
conventional historical narrative.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored how specific urban sites were attributed key
places for the active remaking of cultural urban narratives of Trieste.
It examined the historical and affective dynamics that have attributed
Trieste’s beaches and historical literary cafes key places for experiencing
a distinct sense of Triestine cityness. It focused on the city-making
dynamics at Trieste’s Caffè San Marco and Pedocin beach as places of
urban encounters, critically examining the cosmopolitanized discourse of
Trieste’s urban identity. By focusing on the everyday experiences, senses,
and atmospheres at these urban heritage sites, the chapter showed how
recent voices and cultural representations of Caffè San Marco and the
Pedocin beach moved away from poetic elite imaginations that have
traditionally fashioned cultural narratives of Trieste.
My study discussed how the image of Trieste as a cosmopolitan
border city is deeply embedded in both its urban cafe space and its sea
landscape. The sea functions as a mythical and reflexive horizon, connects
past with present and has been taken to represent a universal spirit of life,
whereas the beach is often presented as a mirror of the urban society.
As such, the sea- and beachscape of Trieste meet the literary intellectual
cityscapes of Trieste’s historical cafes. Trieste’s cafes are imagined as
the historical sites where the city’s authors and intellectuals brought the
urban imaginaries of Trieste to life. Their historical function as literary
cafes offered the city a cosmopolitan urban space – a timeless zone of
intellectual encounter. The chapter showed that the meaning assigned to
both the beach and the literary cafe in urban cultural narratives, draws
on their existence as places of intellectual reflections on Trieste’s urban
past and present, on the one hand, as well as on their physical existence as
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embodied sites of everyday urban experience, on the other hand.
Along with a study of the urban imaginations around the cafe
and beach as part of an intellectual cityscape that is Trieste, the chapter
also examined the politics of affect at these two urban heritage sites. The
recurrent threat in the 1990s around the impending closure of Caffè San
Marco, moved the site from an intellectual atmosphere which appeared
in the historical imaginations of the city, into a physical place that had
to be protected against closure and which was thus rediscovered as a
site that would reflect a distinct part of local cityness. My study of the
recent restaging of Caffè San Marco as a historical literary cafe, revealed
the dynamics behind the creation of a ‘literary atmosphere’ in the cafe.
Instead of remaining a cafe that depended on a clientele of writers
and intellectuals, the cafe management transformed the identifying
imaginaries - the feelings of its past and literary atmosphere - of the cafe
into a modern business model. This business model based on the value
of literary and the imperial ambience of a salotto, respected the historical
atmosphere of the cafe and simultaneously used these experiences of
‘urban authenticity’ to meet the expectations of its contemporary visitors.
By so doing, the marketing of today’s Caffè San Marco as an intellectual
literary cafe and Habsburg coffeehouse, was not only an economic project
but also an attempt to reclaim symbolically ownership of experiences of
Trieste’s past and present.
A similar dynamic of embodied engagement with Trieste’s
heritage sites I identified when exploring the ways in which the recent
documentary L’Ultima Spiaggia presented the everyday experiences at
Trieste’s Pedocin beach. L’Ultima Spiaggia guides the spectator from men
waiting for more beachgoers on a windy day at the seemingly serene
seaside to the woman dancing at the closing party of the Pedocin’s
summer season. Showing the lives of everyday beachgoers all year round,
the documentary carefully builds up a filmic beach from Trieste’s various
worlds and urban imaginaries. The film presents the beach as a place
of tension between normalcy and everydayness on one side and as the
subject of conflicted historical imaginations on another. The proximity
of the documenting camera to the beachgoers enables them to ‘narrate’
their personal historical experience of the city as a ‘grounded, everyday’ and embodied urban experience. Visual interventions in the story,
alongside the prominence of spatial demarcation, indicate different levels
of narrative focalization in the film. These different narratives of the
beach, together with the embodied experiences of the beachgoers, the
viewer realizes, are what constitutes Trieste’s urban worlds.
In conclusion, this chapter has complicated the urban imaginations
of Trieste as a cosmopolitan city. Both the cafe and the beach space have
historically been inscribed with ‘cosmopolitan’ urban imaginations and
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meanings, presenting these as natural spaces of urban encounter and
openness. Yet, recent voices and cultural representations of these urban
heritage sites do not understand the cosmopolitan practices of urban
encounter as an intellectual act of coming together and as a philosophy of
openness towards difference. Rather, the cosmopolitan practice of urban
encounter, as depicted in the film and performed by the new management
of Caffè San Marco, are conditioned and enclosed in the capacity of
the Triestines for moving in between the overlapping urban worlds that
they inhabit, reclaiming empowerment to the narratives of their urban
past. Trieste’s key heritage sites thus take a double role in the city-making
processes of Trieste. On the one hand they feed urban imaginations,
and on the other hand, they invite for an embodied engagement with a
distinct sense of cityness.
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Chapter seven

‘It had a soul before.’
Rijeka’s sites of urban
empowerment

‘We call this [part of the Theater] the ship’. The documentary Kazalište,
po riječki / Theater, Our Way / Teatro alla fiumana (Lukanović 2010/2011)
opens with several observations about the water around Rijeka’s National
Theater. In this opening scene, the Theater’s head of maintenance
proudly shows the complex system of mechanisms - for the time of their
construction highly innovative - in the Theater’s basement that serve to
manage the water level and to avoid floods. A similar pride of knowing
how to manage the rising water is expressed by a former factory worker
of Rijeka’s now abandoned Rikard Benčić factory. ‘I have all these plans
of making underwater channels […], because that was my job during
the factory, to […] fix all these water issues.’ During my interview with
Nadija Mustapić (2017), one of the makers of the documentary “Rikard
Benčić”, naprimjer (Mustapić and Lukanović 2008) that narrates about the
Benčić factory, she recited me these words of a former factory worker
who had in the past the task of managing the water level underneath
the factory. During the municipality’s plans for renovation of this factory,
the architects had not consulted him for his technical knowledge of the
buildings. Consequently, the foreseen underground parking was cancelled
due to the presence of the water. The trope of the water management
in these two accounts on the experiences and memories of the theater
and factory is surprising, since this is not the first image that pops up in
context of two urban institutes that have not much to do with (sea)water.
Yet, or maybe because of the estrangement, this trope certainly reveals an
important experience of these urban heritage sites for the two men. Their
accounts proudly claim that only they have the knowledge to master the
water that threatens to flood the basements of their factory and theater,
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and in this way, they reclaim emotional ownership to these buildings.
This chapter investigates the various experiences, urban
imaginations, and affective politics surrounding Rijeka’s National
Theater and the Rikard Benčić factory as key urban heritage sites in
the city. The attention for Rijeka’s heritage sites has recently moved on
top of the municipality’s political agenda. Enforced by the new financial
and cultural-political possibilities opened up by the Rijeka’s nomination
as European Capital of Culture, heritage management has come to
be considered part of the city’s wider policies of cultural regeneration
and city-branding – a development I have discussed in more detail in
chapter 5. Such renewed attention for Rijeka’s urban spaces of heritage
has, moreover, generated wide public discussions in the city about the
renovation of these places and especially about the role of such heritage
sites for the future of Rijeka and the engagement with its recent past.
What is more, this renewed attention gave rise to cultural productions
(films, theater productions) which create a space for public discussions on
Rijeka’s cultural renewal dynamics.
The two accounts discussed above are an example of how
citizens are able to claim alternative experiences and memories to
Rijeka’s heritage sites. Such accounts are crucial for understanding
the role of urban heritage spaces in today’s urban dynamics in Rijeka,
yet have remained however out of focus of a furthermore growing
scholarly attention for the city’s urban heritage. For many scholars, urban
heritage as material culture has been a way to narrate history beyond
the highly divided politicized discourses around Rijeka’s past (D’Alessio
2018; Đekić 2006; Lukežić 2004; Matejčić 2013). Such tendencies to
focus on material heritage in order to make sense of the ideological
boundaries that historically divide the city have more recently inspired
local (Lokalpatrioti Rijeka Online, n.d.; Riječka Baština Online, n.d.)
and international (Rijeka in Flux 2018-2020, financed by the Canadian
Research Council) initiatives for urban heritage mapping. In addition
to this growing body of research exploring urban heritage as a way to
map Rijeka’s various pasts, this chapter explores how the contemporary
engagement, experiences and affective politics around these sites relate to
historical urban imaginations of Rijeka.
The chapter investigates the ways in which the factory and
theater are imagined and considered to represent a distinct Rijekan sense
of cityness, in particular reflected in contemporary discussions around
these sites of urban heritage. In so doing, I derive inspiration from what
I have identified in the previous chapter as an approach to heritage that
maps the affective politics and practices around heritagization processes.
This approach to – in this case urban – heritage does not only studies
textual readings and representational accounts, but explicitly understands
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heritage as an embodied practice. It tends to explore the experiences,
emotions, senses, affective materialities, and atmospheres of the heritage
landscape, in order to map the affective politics around heritage debates
(Tolia-Kelly, Waterton and Watson 2017; Waterton 2014). This approach
brings into account an understanding of the past in the present which
otherwise remains out of the scope of conventional - and more official debates on heritage landscapes. In the case of the two Rijekan heritage sites
that are focus of this chapter, my analysis indeed addresses the everyday
experiences, atmospheres of memory, and emotional experiences in the
debates around these sites, while bringing these affective practices in
dialogue with the meanings attributed to these sites by Rijeka’s municipal
urban heritage politics.
The chapter draws on a combined analysis of municipal and
public discussions around these urban heritage sites with experiences and
imaginations evoked by cultural representations of the Rikard Benčić
factory and Rijeka’s National Theater. It complements textual sources
- urban historiography, news reports from heritage authorities and
the municipality, newspaper articles in local newspapers - with ‘morethan-representational’ sources such as the recent documentary “Rikard
Benčić”, naprimjer and theater performance Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću, as well
as interviews with the documentary- and theater makers. The chapter
explores the affective politics around Rijeka’s urban heritage sites and as
such investigates the ways how recent voices and cultural representations
of the Rikard Benčić factory and Rijeka’s National Theater turn these
key urban heritage sites into alternative public spaces for the negotiation
of experiences of cityness.
The first section explores the debates around Rijeka’s heritage
sites, and in particular its abandoned industrial socialist heritage, within
wider dynamics of urban heritagization. It explores how Rijeka’s heritage
debates navigate along wider regional post-1990 debates. The second
section explores the heritage dynamics around the Rikard Benčić factory
in more depth, investigating its role as imagined ‘urban archive’. This
section discusses the historical narratives around the factory and the
recent municipal plans to turn the site into Rijeka’s new cultural center,
before focusing on how a recent documentary critically engages with the
historical narratives of the urban factory site. The third section investigates
in a similar manner the dynamics around the city’s National Theater,
exploring the historical narratives and recent restaging in local discussions
on cultural projects. It further discusses how a recent controversial
performance engages with local and national cultural narratives. Overall,
the chapter brings to the fore how these two urban heritage sites embody
for the Rijekans the ‘soul’ of the city, thus generating a distinct sense of
cityness.
‘It had a soul before’
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Image 7.1 – The Liberation Monument (Spomenik oslobođenja) on the Delta with a view on the Mrtvi
Kanal, installed in 1955.

Urban sites of heritagization
My discussion of the Rikard Benčić factory and the Hrvatsko Narodno
Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc (HNK – Croatian National Theater) reflects on a wider
trend in local urban politics in which Rijeka’s municipality, increasingly
from the 2000s onwards, expresses a renewed attention for the heritage
preservation of urban historical sites. This so-called heritagization –
the process of how meaning is attached to objects, practices and places
from the past and transforms into diverse forms of heritage - is part of
a wider urban cultural politics aimed at city-branding, a dynamical citymaking process that I have described in more detail in chapter 5. Before
the analysis of this chapter will turn to the historical and contemporary
meaning-making of the Rikard Benčić and the Theater, this section first
contextualizes the wider setting of Rijeka’s historical urban heritage.
It highlights how Rijeka’s municipality understands the role of urban
heritage sites within a wider quest to how material heritage is able to
narrate the city’s historical imaginations of a distinct sense of cityness
within today’s political context.
Many remarkable buildings and urban sites remembering to
Rijeka’s history are nowadays some of the most vivid places of everyday
encounter in the city. To name a few, in the city center, the Hrvatsko
Narodno Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc a flourishing cultural institute, the market
halls are a daily hub for shopping by both Rijekans and those from the
surrounding region, the Palača Modello hosts the city library and the
Circolo Italiano (the Italian social club). Outside the center, the Trsat castle
is a well-visited tourist attraction whose bar also attracts Rijekans from
other neighborhoods enjoying the splendid view, and the new Rijekan
University Campus in Trsat is a vivid site of education that has been built
on the place of the former barracks of the Hungarian army (especially
known as the barracks where D’Annunzio hosted his troops). On the other
side of the heritage map, the many buildings and sites that remember of
Rijeka’s industrial and socialist past are mostly abandoned.
Rijeka has many such sites reminiscent of the city’s industrial and
socialist past, and those are the places that have become key to Rijeka’s
current heritage debates. The city’s industrial activities underwent a
revival when Rijeka became the largest port of socialist Yugoslavia from
1947 onwards, a status which it held until the period of decay in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. Rijeka’s traditional industries, such as for
instance the shipbuilding industry, the paper mill and the oil refinery, the
engine factory, and the torpedo factory and launch station, were during
this period re-energized and made Rijeka one of the most economically
important and largest cities of socialist Yugoslavia (Rogić et al. 1996;
Strenja 2012, 26 – 121). The population expanded and from the 1960s
‘It had a soul before’
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onwards new town quarters emerged. Slowly but consistently, Rijeka’s
urban landscape expanded no longer only along the coastline – westand eastwards from the Rječina river onwards – but also a bit more
uphill (Rogić et al. 1996). Concrete socialist modernist apartment blocks
raised in the new cascading skyline of Rijeka – to its citizens offering
splendid views over the sea and over the busy industry along the seaside.
With the independence of Croatia from Yugoslavia in the early 1990s,
the former centralist state-driven industry collapsed. The citizens now
overlooked a coastal strip of abandoned industries that was built beneath
them: the port, the torpedo launch station, the Rikard Benčić factory,
the train station that had lost its function, the port’s Delta area between
the Rječina river and the brackish water, are only some of the examples.
The Liberation Monument on the Delta (erected in 1955) reminds until
today of a past socialist Yugoslav world (Image 7.1) - its socialist realism
expressed by the three partisan fighters on top of a T-shaped (to refer to
Tito) obelisk (Đekić 2006, 103 – 105).
What is more, the disappearance of the Yugoslav state had
an important impact on Rijeka’s everyday society that had until then
largely been dominated by the presence of its industrial workers. With
the collapse of Yugoslavia, the role of the workers drastically changed:
from ‘”heroes of work” they became “victims of transition”’ (Petrović
2013, 97-98). Whereas workers in Yugoslavia were crucial in the
construction of a Yugoslav modernist, internationalist, and cosmopolitan
Brotherhood and Unity ideal, being core to the socialist state identity,
workers lost this role in the post-Yugoslav society. Consequently, Rijeka’s
abandoned industrial sites and buildings can be considered as places that
embody the experiences of the 1990s transitions. Within this period of
‘transition’, many aspects of socialism which were closely connected to
Rijeka’s industrial society – technical progress, cosmopolitan socialism,
internationalism and multinationalism – became forgotten aspects of the
past in the post-Yugoslav nationalizing societies. Yet, as will become clear
later in this chapter, within the ruins of the socialist industries, Rijeka
would find from the 2000s onwards the potentials for building a future.
Indeed, as Petrović (2013, 96, note 1) has argued in relation to the wider
post-Yugoslav region, also goes for Rijeka. He argued that the ‘ruins of
the industrial era strongly connected with socialism evoke ruined potential
for negotiation of identities that would offer an alternative to divisions
along ethnic and religious lines that currently dominate the post-Yugoslav
spaces’.
The material architectural remnants of Rijeka’s socialist past
recall not only the revival of the city’s industry accelerated by the Yugoslav
state, but also an urban imagination of a Rijekan sense of cityness, I
want to argue. As one of Yugoslavia’s main industrial hubs, it was with its
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industries, but also with the elements that characterized this ideal socialist
industrial society that Rijeka identified itself: ideals of multinationalism
and an international outlook. These ‘urban imaginations’ of the industrial
society were embedded in Rijeka’s material socialist remnants. In a post1990s nationalizing Croatian society, however, memories of socialism
became increasingly problematized.
Maybe the best-known example of how Rijeka as a Croatian city
faces difficulties with such memories to its socialist industrial past and
multinational and international outlook, are the debates around a rusty
ship, which became in particular famous as Tito’s ship Galeb (‘seagull’).
Since 2007/2008, the ship has been docked in the port of Rijeka –
abandoned and rusty (Images 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4). The Galeb is especially
known for its historical role in Tito’s international politics. Originally a
trade and marine ship and built in 1936, Tito used the Galeb since 1953 as
state ship and private yacht. Hosting many Hollywood stars, presidents,
royal families, artists and scientists, the Galeb became the boat that
transported the Yugoslav president to foreign state visits and functioned as
a sort of dacha, where state decisions and deals were made. In a recurrent
worlded narrative, the Galeb would have been the place where the NonAligned movement was incubated, the movement that formed a bloc
of countries aiming to avoid both US and Soviet influences during the
Cold War years.428 The socialist memories related to the Galeb and Tito’s
politics of the ‘Third Way’ in socialism have since 2007 increasingly
been appropriated by the city of Rijeka. When the Croatian state, for
instance, declared the Galeb national heritage in 2006, after recording
overdue maintenance to the ship, the state decided to assign the care and
sustenance of the marine heritage to the city of Rijeka. In 2009, the
city of Rijeka became owner of the ship, and from 2017 onwards the
municipality expressed intentions to turn the ship into one of the main
tourist hotspots by making it a city museum – an aim that until today
has not been fulfilled. Recently, the Galeb became part of the European
Capital of Culture Program ‘Age of Power’ (Grad Rijeka Online, n.d.;
Rijeka 2020 Online, n.d.a). A clear narrative of origin of Rijeka’s assumed
historical connection with the ship does not exist, albeit Tito often used
Rijeka as port of departure for his sea trips.429 Most sources simply report
the main goal of the municipality to make the ship serve as the city’s most
important tourist attraction (Cupać 2019; Rijeka 2020 Online, n.d.a). Yet,
the Galeb-Rijeka relation is a posteriori constructed in narratives that for
instance emphasize that after technical research conducted to the ship by
a special team, many technical components of the ship were found to be
produced by Rijeka’s factories.430
Sustaining and renovating the ship turned out to be a highly
costly project, the city soon found out, resulting into a long-lasting process
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Image 7.2 – Exterior of the ‘Galeb’ along the Delta (2018).

Image 7.3 – Interior of the ‘Galeb’ (2018).

Image 7.4 - Detail of the interior of the ‘Galeb’, seemingly untouched (2018).

of tenders, funding and running out of funding and which has up till
today not made any progress.431 Also, the ship became subject of a local
debate on what to do with Tito’s Yugoslav heritage, reflecting wider
Croatian discussions on the sense and nonsense of Yugo-nostalgia. The
renovation of the Galeb was embedded in wider political debates between
Croatian (far-right) nationalists wanting to wipe out the socialist memory
to Tito’s multinational and liberal political voices finding in the Yugoslav
past a model for the anti-Fascist and multinational urban society they
envisioned Rijeka (Erlanger 2000; Surk 2017). For the latter party, the
Galeb could serve as showcase of the complexity of Rijeka’s past. Ivan
Šarar, head of the cultural department of the city of Rijeka and director
of the Ri2020 project, remarked in an interview with the international
press agency Reuters that ‘it’s interesting that just by undertaking this
(restoration) we have already been declared revisionists’ (Robinson 2017).
Yet, so Šarar continued, ‘we want to create a place for dialogue, away
from the current situation of extreme black, white and red truths that
lead nowhere’ (ibid.). The comment highlights the politicized context
of ‘anti-Fascist’, ‘Croatian nationalist’ and ‘socialist’ narratives the local
Rijekan actors who aim to renovate the Galeb ship as city museum have
to navigate in.
Discussions of preservation of post-industrial or socialist heritage
are thus, as the Galeb case exemplifies, intermingled with broader debates
on the ideologically divided political space in which Rijeka has to move
its cultural policies and urban renewal projects. The processing of the
socialist past and heritage in cultural programs and artistic interventions
are, therefore, often instrumentalized by local cultural and political actors
to create an alternative discourse of empowerment to the city.432 The
story of Rijeka’s intended heritagization of its often abandoned industrial
and socialist heritage thus poses a wider question around Rijeka’s material
past. A key question is how urban heritage spaces are able to narrate the
city’s historical identity within today’s political context, in order to create
a framework for a future urban society. In what follows, I will focus on the
Rikard Benčić factory and the HNK in Rijeka as part of this debate, in
order to examine what these different places – referring to socialist and
non-socialist historical narratives - of urban heritage ‘do’ to the city and
how they circulate in the city’s urban imaginaries.

Rikard Benčić: an urban archive for histories of change
Walking from Rijeka’s city center into today’s Krešimirova Ulica, one will
at a certain moment find the factory site known as Rikard Benčić on the
right hand, its main palace facing the city’s train station more or less in
front. This five-stores light-yellow plastered building hides a larger factory
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site that once hosted Rijeka’s sugar refinery, in local fiumano dialect known
as the Zuccheriera (which in Italian means ‘Sugar bowl’). This building and
today’s abandoned factory complex behind is closely entangled with the
city’s historical narratives of wealth and decay, and urban experiences
of change. This section serves to map a short history of the Rikard
Benčić site in relation to the city’s experiences of change and shows how
these narratives informed from the 2000s onwards an urban policy of
revitalizing industrial heritage.
Originally, the main building that can be noticed from the street
and that hosted the refinery’s offices, was directly facing the waterfront, so
that its logistics were tuned with the port. The narrative of the origin of
the sugar refinery is often centered around the decision made in 1750 by
the Habsburg empress Maria Theresa to strengthen the economy of the
city. She decided on the establishment of a sugar factory in Rijeka, rather
than in neighboring Trieste. The company was provided with many
commercial advantages, such as exemption from custom duties that came
with Rijeka’s status as free port city. As such, the sugar factory has indeed
often been described as ‘the birthplace of Rijeka’s industrialization in the
eighteenth century’ (Đekić 2006, 149; Matejčić 2013, 247-248; Rijeka
2020 Online, n.d.b) and it has been emphasized that ‘the Sugar Refinery
made a huge impact on the urban landscape of Rijeka, as it was the
point of origin for the massive wave of industrialization which affects
Rijeka’s destiny even today’ (Rijeka 2020 Online, n.d.b). At the time of
its founding, this part of Rijeka was one of the most western edges of the
city - most of the port warehouses were built in the nineteenth century, as
was the railway station (Image 7.5).
The contemporary site exists of a variety of buildings which
were constructed during different time periods. The sugar refinery was
linked to both Rijeka and Trieste (named the Haupt-Handlungs-Compagnie
von Triest und Fiume) and financed, owned and exploited by an Antwerp
private trading company (Lukežić 2003; Matejčić 2013, 243-248; Rijeka
Heritage Online, n.d.). It expanded its offices throughout cities all over
Europe, while its headquarters were staged in the large baroque palazzo
- full of paintings and frescos – and which received its current outlook
after the 1782-1786 reconstruction following a fire that had destroyed
the original building. The sugar refinery was in function until 1828, after
which it was used by the Hungarian army. In 1851 the buildings hosted
a tobacco factory, growing into the largest factory of the empire. It was
then that the factory site received its current form, with the tobacco
factory (Tabakera in fiumano dialect) adding new buildings to the industrial
complex: today known as the T-object and the H-object, referring to the
shapes of their constructions. From 1945 until 1998 the complex hosted
an engine factory, providing the site with the name it still has: Rikard
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Image 7.5 – View to the westside of the city, with the railway station and the port warehouses, taken
from the Molo (2019).

Benčić, after the Rijekan-born, former tobacco worker and anti-Fascist
partisan who had fought against the Nazi regime and was shot in 1944 on
the age of twenty-four.433
The industrial activities during Yugoslavia re-energized the
factory site. I described in chapter 5 in more depth how the socialist
Brotherhood and Unity policies and socialist industrial state planning
caused a reshuffle of Rijeka’s population. On the one hand, Rijeka’s
integration into Yugoslavia made many Italians leave the city, opting for
Italian citizenship promised to them by the international Peace Treaty
between Italy and Yugoslavia. On the other hand, workers from all parts
of Yugoslavia, as well as Communist-oriented Italians took their place, to
relaunch the city’s port industry (Abram 2017, 72; Puppini 2005; Purini
2010). With the collapse of Yugoslavia and its industrial system, the
engine factory faced bankruptcy in 1998 - the entire complex was then
purchased by the city administration. As mentioned before, the collapse
of Yugoslavia also brought for Rijeka a large shift in everyday social
dynamics, since workers were not anymore celebrated as heroes of the
state. Various of the key elements that had for decades made up Rijeka’s
urban identity – industrial activity, a celebration of labor, multinational
coexistence, thus disappeared to exist when Yugoslavia ceased to exist. In
order to understand how these socialist industrial heritage sites function
within contemporary urban dynamics in Rijeka, the next sections will
therefore explore how Rijeka’s city-makers and citizens negotiate the
factory’s histories of socialist industrial labor and transition into a process
of contemporary heritagization.
Rikard Benčić as place-making project
Because of its long history, closely attached to the city’s narratives of
wealth and decay, as well as experiences of change, the Rikard Benčić
soon became key subject of the city council’s plans for urban renewal,
presenting the site as an urban archive. On the one hand, its architectural
remains recall periods of wealth and decay of Rijeka’s industrial past,
during various phases of regime change. On the other hand, the name of
the former factory brings a narrative and memory of the city’s political
counter struggle. It was this place filled with urban narratives that the
municipality intended to return to the Rijekan city-dwellers, through
heritagizing the place of former industrial production and making it the
new cultural headquarter of the city by hosting the modern art museums.
In the summer of 2017, the Muzej Moderne i Suvremene Umjetnosti u Rijeci
(MMSU) - Rijeka’s Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art - indeed
moved in to one of the buildings, being the start of what in 2020 with the
European Capital of Culture Year should have been grown into a vivid
cultural center. After the move of the MMSU, the Benčić site would also
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become home of a youth center, the City Library, and parts of the City
Museum.434 This section further analyzes the vivid public discussions and
various visions on this process of heritagization of the Rikard Benčić site
so far.
When the municipality purchased the factory site in 1998, they
announced a call for projects in order to explore the possibilities for
renovation of the heritage site. From the start, it was clear that the
buildings had to host the MMSU. In 2001 the winning design by Rijekan
architects Saša Randić and Idis Turato emphasized the active role the
museum should play in the activities and vivacity of the city. Centered
around the T-building, the design intended to build a large glass façade all
over the old brick-construction. This glass would embed the old industrial
construction as a museum piece itself, and connect this to the surrounding
area (Grad Rijeka Online 2003a, 2003b; Randić and Turato, n.d.). On
their design, the architects wrote that
the catalytic character of the institution vis-à-vis the happenings in
the city gives this building a significant urban content. Therefore we
considered it necessary to retain the neutrality of the building itself
due to its active relationship towards contemporary events. Besides
having a basic museological program, the museum records and
organizes events and consequently also acts as an active participant
in them (Randić and Turato, n.d.).
The ideas behind the design seem here to suggest a distance from the
historical luggage of the buildings – focusing in particular on the
contemporary social interactions in the city. The first designs of the new
city museum intended to create a neutral building, yet its architectural
designs should invite to interaction, so did the architects present their
plans (Grad Rijeka Online 2003b). The museum construction was
technically multi-layered: underneath the building should arise an
underground parking, above the ground there were the remnants of the
old brick construction, and the glass façade would cover all this.
Such a construction would thus not directly serve to remember
the urban memories connected to the factory’s heritage, but rather served
physical conservation of the material construction. Neither the architect,
nor the municipality referred to any aims to regain the memories of the
socialist history connected to the Rikard Benčić as heritage site. Rather,
the aim was to show the brick construction itself. The design intended
to preserve and restore in particular the art historical heritage in the
offices of the former sugar factory, which regained memories of Rijeka’s
glorious eighteenth-century past. When in 2003 the contracts between
the municipality and the architects were signed and the first phase of
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preparatory documentation started, it was indeed the renovation of
the offices of the former sugar factory that took place first, a work that
proceeds until today.435
The original project designed by architects Saša Randić and
Idis Turato was never put into practice. This was due to the high costs
of the renovation project of the Rikard Benčić site which came with a
parking underneath the museum and with the glass construction. The
city of Rijeka could not afford this plan. What is more, due to the fact
that because of the ground water underneath the T-building, the parking
and foundation of the construction had become impossible technical
challenges. In general, the project was in the local press considered as yet
another ‘evidence for the disastrous public space management’ of the city
(Ogurlić 2012). During the years, however, several buildings on the terrain
were demolished to make space for the enlargement of the T-Building,
such as the brick chimney and some large buildings – as photos from
these years show (compare the two helicopter view photos presented by:
Ogurlić 2012; Žapčić 2016). The former factory site – with the years
stripped of several of its buildings – became to function as a municipal
parking terrain. New architects Dinko Peračić and Miranda Veljačić were
attracted to design the Rikard Benčić site in a more simplified fashion.
Anno 2019, the new plans around the area that are planned to be finished
in 2020, are the reconstruction of the Ciglena kuća kompleksa Benčić (‘Brick
House complex Benčić’) into a Youth center or Children’s House, and
the T-object into the Rijeka City Library – both constructions designed
by the original architect Saša Randić. Simultaneously, the administrative
buildings of the Sugar refinery are continued to work on and will host
the Rijeka City Museum. The H-object received a new design which hosts
since 2017 the MMSU.436
The new renovation plans did not add new elements or layers to
the existing factory constructions, but rather started from the idea to leave
the space as it is, to renovate it and make the city’s cultural institutions
move in as soon as possible. Images 7.6 and 7.7 show the minimalist and
industrial space the H-building still is after the MMSU moving there. The
walls are plastered and the ceiling renewed, yet the old stone pavement
still depicts the places where the machines were located, and the outside
brick walls are left untouched. In the words of MMSU director Slaven
Tolj (2017) (director 2012 - present): ‘[…] we don’t have the money to
finish completely a new house for the museum. […] We have the space,
we will start work and next year we will take the next step. It is a very
organic way to transform and make a new space for the program.’ This
viewpoint obviously has a practical aspect with it, being the fastest and
less expensive option to finish the renovation in time for the European
Capital of Culture Year in 2020, where the site was intended to function
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Image 7.6 – Exterior of the Rikard Benčić site, with the T-building in the back on the left, and the
H-building (with the banner) which hosts the MMSU, on the right side of the photo (2019).

Image 7.7 - Interior of the MMSU in the H-building.

as center of the cultural activities.
Yet this choice to move to the unfinished building also leaves open
space for the heritage site to develop. In the words of MMSU curator
Sabina Salamon (2017), the movement of the museum is ‘a place-making
project.’ She approaches the move to the Benčić site as the creation of
a physical urban public space, that is about making ‘a good place that
people can share’, ‘not just art, but also the place’. In our interviews, the
museum’s curator and director both highlighted the idea of returning the
Benčić site to the people of Rijeka. Such a vision has a very banal meaning,
in the sense that, as Salamon (2017) for instance remarked, it means that
the neighbors should have the opportunity to walk around with their dogs
in the park surrounding the buildings. Such an approach thus remains
space for the Rijekans to enclose the landscape of the former heritage site
into their daily activities in the city. Tolj (2017) emphasized the museum’s
intentions to attract both the citizens from the surrounding neighborhood
and the former factory workers, because ‘this place is a workers’ place
and there is a very strong emotion of community people who are very
linked to this space’. Salamon (2017) remarked too that ‘when we [the
museum] move to Benčić we have to build our identity there, we have
to welcome people’. For the representatives of the museum, the move
to Benčić is obviously also an opportunity to rethink and strengthen the
reputation of the MMSU.437
The idea of the Benčić site as a place-making project envisions
ideas of transition and refers to processes of Rijeka’s post-1990 quest to
create a post-industrial society. On this, Salamon (2017) remarked:
Because we wanted to detect or maybe approach the city after
all these changes, what happened in the 90s - we have a big
economical defeat. We have statistics that said that 30,000 people
went out of the city, from the 90s on. Industries felt down. So it
is all part of say, [a] global [phenomenon], in the sense that in
Europe many industries felt down. Liverpool for example also
built up a new identity. But are we able to make something out
of the culture and the art? What could be a source for Rijeka as
such? This is kind of an initial question. Or maybe [a] first step
is a research in what kind of city we live. What is Rijeka now?
Because we kind of lost the roots - we are not a port city anymore.
We are not an industrial city anymore. But we were.
In the citation above, the museum’s curator referred to the changes Rijeka
underwent after the defeat of Yugoslavia, referring to the Rijekan society
as one that needs to find its way after the 1990s ‘post-socialist’ transition
period. By comparing Rijeka with Liverpool, the curator turned the
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experiences of transition into a global phenomenon, emphasizing the
dynamics of a post-industrial urban transition. As a city that had strongly
been characterized by industrial activity, Rijeka was now in search of
defining its roots again. Art and culture, Salamon suggested above, could
be a way to examine what Rijeka could become in the future and to
discover new sources for its urban identity. As the new center for art and
culture, the Rikard Benčić could become such a place where Rijeka could
explore new narratives and sources of identity, being a place-making
project for the wider city. As such, the heritage site becomes the subject
of a ‘post-period’, which is characterized by ‘negation, that is defining
it by what it is not, implicitly recogn[izing] contemporary uncertainty,
transiency, and contingency’ (Diener and Hagen 2013, 490; Sakwa 1999,
125; Stenning and Hörschelmann 2008, 313). These ‘post’-dynamics, so
scholars of especially post-socialism have argued, are characterized by the
many parallel processes, contrasts and interactions between policies and
discourses of post-socialist societies, processes of post-industrialization
and privatization discourses (Gal and Kligman 2000, 9-11; Hann et al.
2002; Stenning and Hörschelmann 2008).
So far, this section has shown how the Rikard Benčić site as
abandoned factory became subject to the city council’s policies of urban
renewal and heritagization – some successful, some unsuccessful. The
move of the Museum was presented as a critical turn in the city’s new
strategic plan. Because of the factory’s long history, the heritage site was
embedded in urban narratives of wealth and decay and a history of
change – urban narratives of place that were adapted in these visions
for urban renewal. By discussing the various and changing visions for
the Rikard Benčić site by the municipality, architects, and MMSU staff,
I have shown that the Rikard Benčić is considered a key place-making
project for the city. From a narrative of wealth and decay, the ideas for
the redevelopment of the site moved towards a narrative of histories of
change – a development that was maybe as much driven by practical as
by ideological incentives. The move of the museum as a cultural and
artistic impulse was considered by all parties as a way to evoke change.
This idea of change, however, was not about recreating work
possibilities or finding alternative economic paths. Rather, it was about
finding a new identifying narrative for the city. As part of the process of
transition of the Rikard Benčić from abandoned factory site into Rijeka’s
main cultural site, the MMSU director Branko Franceschi (director from
2004-2008) invited a local visual artist to create a film about the memories
attached to the so-called T-building, soon to host the new museum.
This documentary film “Rikard Benčić”, naprimjer turned out, however, to
critically engage with the experiences of change and transition in the
city. In the following section, I will further explore how the film visualizes
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the historical urban experiences of change and transition at the Rikard
Benčić.
Visualizing change
When visual artist Nadija Mustapić (Rijeka, 1976) was commissioned
by MMSU director Branko Franceschi to create a film on the memory
of the T-building, she approached producer and cultural worker Marin
Lukanović (Rijeka, 1979). “Rikard Benčić”, naprimjer (‘“Rikard Benčić”, for
example’) became a documentary film of around 35 minutes and gives
voice to the various plans, memories, and emotions of Rijekans to the
heritage site. In the words of the film makers, their film ‘is a story about
transformation and transition, of […]’ deindustrialization – ‘of facts,
time, emotions and expectations’ (Mustapić 2008). Rather than a site of
memory for the various pasts of Rijeka, in their film, the former factory
is a memory site of the history of change.
Both film makers have their biographies and professional life
embedded in the process of post-socialist transition after the breakup of
Yugoslavia. Their works are often revealing an interest in what questions
of change bring to the urban society or landscape.438 It has made the
city of Rijeka a recurrent trope and focus in the work of both. Mustapić
works predominantly with video installation, exploring multidimensional
relations between the representation of space, its subjectivity, and political
contingency. She has made various visual art works that focus on what she
calls places of stagnation in Rijeka.439 In the documentaries of Lukanović
too, Rijeka often receives a key position, aiming with his short films
to narrate the histories and stories behind key architecture and places
in the urban landscape.440 The choice for documentary as the way of
production was therefore key in assembling these histories and memories
of the factory site and of the people having worked at this place. As
Lukanović (2017) highlighted in our interview, a documentary has the
potential to tell the history of a place that people can pass by everyday
but still don’t know. Moreover, documentary film has more social impact
than video art has, arguing that a documentary is more visible and can
also be shown outside the museum space. It is for this same argument of
“Rikard Benčić”, naprimjer not being an ‘art work’, that when Mustapić and
Lukanović presented their work in 2008, the documentary was in first
instance negatively received by the successor of director Franceschi and
stored in the museum archive – only to return to the attention of the new
MMSU directory of Slaven Tolj and curator Sabina Salamon some years
later (Mustapić 2017).
Centered in and around the T-building, the film announces
visions for the future of the site by key actors such as the Mayor, architect,
or museum director. But most of all, the camera films how former factory‘It had a soul before’
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Image 7.8 - Following the ex-workers through the building: ‘Industry is the people, workers; industry is
the knowledge,’ screenshot “Rikard Benčić,” naprimjer (2008).

Image 7.9 - Paint peeling off the walls, Screenshot “Rikard Benčić,” naprimjer (2008).

workers enter the building – most of them for the first time since the
factory’s closing in the 1990s.441 Following them through the building,
the camera registers their memories (Image 7.8). The vivacity of their
narrated memories, when the camera focuses on these ex-workers, enables
the spectator to visualize the interior of the building, the work activities
and events that took place in this building. The workers are interviewed
but soon they were guided by their own memories. Lukanović (2017),
for instance, mentioned in our interview that they have not included
historical documents and material – as intended – but ‘to leave it to the
imagination of the people. […] These people showed it all, there was so
much expression by these people.’
Focalization is a strong narrative technique in “Rikard Benčić”,
naprimjer – the theoretical concept allows distinguishing the visual
perspectives from which presented elements are observed in a given
cultural work (Bal [1985] 2009, 145–164). Several times the ex-workers
are shown in silence in front of the camera, seemingly having returned
to the past world in their memories which remains unknown to the
viewer – worlds of their youth, of socialism, of workers unions and selfmanagement, and ambiguous ideals of Brotherhood and Unity. These
memories they only partly recount to the viewer. The focalization of the
camera does not only function to narrate these histories, but in particular,
emphasizes change – showing the vulnerability of that what has been
gone.
The camera develops an additional level of narrativity, which takes
the form of scattered and abstract interruptions of close-up fragments
depicting the materiality of the building. Several times the viewer sees
close-ups of the peeling paint on the walls of the building (Image 7.9).
Another shot follows the angular and rusty metal pipes, another a bicycle
wheel that continues rolling through the long machine hall, and another
shows a dangling lamp revolving around its axis as a sniper searching for a
prey. Such alienating close-ups shift focus from the individual experiences
to the material aspects of the building. These shifts in focalization trigger
changes in the viewers’ perception of the space, in this case giving voice
to the building itself –as if the past of the building is indeed enclosed in
all these layers of paint that now peel off the walls. As such, the building
itself regains agency in this narration about changing memories and
political regimes – a narrative technique that addresses the subjectivity of
the historical narratives as well as the question of political contingency.
‘Benčić will keep happening again’
‘In a word, it represented everything to me, a young man who came into
the city and wanted to get somewhere. I saw everything in this building.
The house, the land and everything else. For me it was the best thing’
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(Mustapić and Lukanović 2008), a former factory worker proclaims when
entering his former workplace. The scenes of the film reveal a tension
between the narratives of nostalgic urban encounter and the ex-workers’
troubled historical experiences. On the one hand, the ex-workers as
protagonists of this film describe their memories of an idealized past, or
as one of them proclaims: ‘Oh my God, those were great times’ (ibid.).
They narrate how young and old, and people from different parts of
the region worked together and spent most of their lives in the factory,
how men and women interacted, about the parties, the soccer matches
during the short breaks, the sneaky flirtations and even marriages that
started in this factory. ‘Somehow I still live in the past because I don’t
know how else to live,’ another ex-worker muses (ibid.). Such images of
the past come close to the images that remain in the head of one of the
documentary makers, as Mustapić (2017) for instance remarked about
Rijeka as hometown: ‘And in many ways I see all of these individual
histories intertwining in this place here, as something that becomes part
of the history of this city. It doesn’t … it is not the same type of history
as for example the history of the city of Split or some other city on the
coast. And it is not a Mediterranean history either. But at least to me it is
like a history that has accepted all of these… kind of included all these
individual histories.’ These historical urban imaginations emphasize that
what has been past and thus suggest a history of change.
At the same time, the memories also register traces of inequality
and ethnic tensions. These are all filmed outside the T-building, with the
construction at the background - the camera moving away from the close
intimacy inside the building. A woman remarks that female workers were
payed less and treated unequal in comparison to their male colleagues,
while at the same time, the factory organized yearly trips on women’s
day. The theoretical condition of the everyday convivial encounter that
has been addressed by Gill Valentine is also at stake here in the factory.
She remarked that a culture of tolerance can only exist by means of a
condition of unaddressed differentness and power relations (Valentine
2008, 334).442 In the memories of the women in the factory, the yearly
celebration of the female workers and the narratives of everyday
encounters and interactions in the factory – which go through gender
divisions – can only exist by neglecting the memories to the unequal
financial gender conditions.
This issue of leaving inequality and difference unaddressed and
questions of who has the power to tolerate, also comes to the fore in
the second half of the film, when the former factory-workers remember
the ethnic tensions in the city that affected the social interrelations in
the factory. During the first years of the 1990s, they remark, groups of
workers were fired, and they disappeared. Almost without exception
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Serbian workers, as the result of what they call the factory’s management
starting to ‘count blood cells’ (‘Prebrojavati krvna zrnca’). Besides of a
wider Croatian metaphor used to refer here to a sort of obsessive and
overdetermined investigation for an unnecessary information - the term
expresses, I would say, also a multidirectional memory (Rothberg 2009)
in which the ethnic tensions of the 1990s meet the eugenic politics of
the Nazi regime. The emotions closely registered by the camera are
about the inability and lack of decisiveness – or self-management - of
the other colleagues to act against these resignations that are presented
here as ethnic cleansings.443 Despite of the workers’ experienced freedom
and conviviality, with the arrival of the management’s policies of ethnic
profiling, they found themselves without the power to decide who to
tolerate.
This is also the only moment in the film that the camera leaves
the Benčić site, showing Rijekan citizens waiting for the traffic lights at
Rijeka’s Jadranski square. The scene is accompanied by the words of a
factory worker who says that ‘the moral is that we shouldn’t allow the
person next to us to be harassed because our turn will come tomorrow.
Until we learn that, Benčić will keep happening again’ (Mustapić and
Lukanović 2008). The socio-historical dynamics that took place at the
Benčić site start to function here as an example of the dynamics of both
encounter and conflict in the wider city, as a moral lesson.
What does this documentary film add to my story about the
meanings attached to urban imaginations of the Rikard Benčić? In sum,
my discussion has focused on how the Rikard Benčić factory is represented
in “Rikard Benčić”, naprimjer. The film locates the heritage site among wider
memories and experiences of post-socialist transition, deindustrialization,
urban encounter and urban renewal. The Rikard Benčić is more than
a site of memory of the various regimes that have governed Rijeka, as
well as of the municipality’s visions of urban renewal. This documentary
film, I hope to have shown, enables to examine the semantic layers that
go beyond the visions of monumental preservation of this urban site. It
allows for understanding the various experiences, memories, senses and
affective politics around the heritage site among the people that have
worked at this factory.
Through visual interventions in the story, alongside the spatial
movement of the camera inside and outside the T-building, the film
indicates different levels of narrative focalization. As such, the camera
gives voice to various actors: to the heritagization and urban renewal
plans of the municipality; to the factory workers and their memories of a
Yugoslav past and the transition period; and to the building structure itself,
being a witness of political transition and change. Moreover, the camera
reveals the tensions of inequality behind the urban narratives attached
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to the Rikard Benčić: besides experiences of wealth, decay, and social
encounter, the factory site stands for the ex-workers for empowerment
of their own lives and to the place they lived and worked. The film is in
the end, the spectator realizes, about the appropriation of the past and
especially about the ability of people to deal with dynamics of change
in their city. This is what the Rikard Benčić stands for. The heritage
site has turned here into an urban archival microcosm, enclosed in the
memories and experiences of the Rijekan city-dwellers – rather than only
reflecting a dream of urban renewal by Rijeka’s municipality. ‘Somehow
I still live in the past because I don’t know how else to live’ (Mustapić
and Lukanović 2008) one of the factory workers proclaimed in the film.
Returning the Rikard Benčić to the Rijekans, ‘it would mean a lot for
you, young people’ (ibid.), so another worker mused just before the end
of the film.
Returning Benčić to the Rijekans is a slow process. At the moment
of this writing, in 2019, the renovation of the entire complex and site was
still under construction. So far, the building that once hosted the offices of
the sugar refinery has been mostly renovated, and part of the H-building
now hosts the MMSU. The remaining terrain is subject to large activities,
in order to make the site ready for January 2020 – the start of the Cultural
Capital Year. The discussions on the meaning-making of the site by the
Rijekans and the city remains under while at the background. This is a
large contrast to Rijeka’s other urban heritage site that is on the forefront
of current public discussions in the city. Being a space of political and
cultural appropriation of the city, the Hrvatsko Narodno Kazalište Ivan pl.
Zajc is at the core of vivid discussions on empowerment to the city and
as a place that empowers the Rijekan citizens to tell their own histories.

Challenging nationalism in front of
the National Theater
From my first visits to Rijeka in 2015 onwards, I regularly passed by
Kazališni Park where I noticed the many changing banners on the façade
of the Hrvatsko Narodno Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc (HNK - Croatian National
Theater). These colored banners served to announce the upcoming
theater and opera program and were often accompanied by a banner
with an outstanding phrase. These phrases were often proclamations that
served to promote the program or play at stake, and even though they
in one way or another directly referred to the play or theater season to
promote, these proclamations as often communicated a critical or thoughtprovoking message. One example is shown in Image 7.10, depicting
the façade in respectively the spring of 2019. The photo announces a
concert (left banner), that is accompanied with the phrase ‘Opera with
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authority’. Rather than referring here (only) to the announced program,
the proclamation also aims to communicate a message from the theater
into the city and to the citizens drinking their coffees outside the bars of
the theater square after their shopping in the nearby market.
The banners were introduced by the HNK’s management
directors Oliver Frljić (intendant 2014 - 2016) and Marin Blažević
(intendant 2014 - present). My discussion in chapter 5 of the Riječke Ljetne
Noći (Rijeka Summer Nights) has already highlighted how, during the
period of collaboration between the two, their performances often stroke
a chord, as they addressed provocative themes. Many of their theater
performances challenged the region’s conflictual past caused by ethnic,
ideological, and cultural differences, leading to heavy critiques and protests
after every theater performance. Frljić’s performances were not only in
Rijeka considered as controversial. Be it in Rijeka, Vienna or Munich, in
many European city theaters where Frljić has staged his performances,
he challenged ethno-nationalist sentiments – considering these both as
a contemporary ideological sentiment and as an historical trauma (Frljić
2016). The German press described their experience with one of his
plays as leaving a ‘traumatized’ audience (Altmann 2015; Hallmayer
2015; Berger 2015). In the following three sections, I will discuss how
the attendants of the Rijekan National Theater assigned themselves the
collective responsibility – a cosmopolitan duty - to challenge sentiments
of nationalism, using theater performances as a cultural action against
dominant forms of politics.
The direct addressing of the Rijekan citizens by the banners on
the Theater’s façade, I want to argue, is rooted in a longer tradition in
which the Theater has played an important role in the identity politics
at stake in and about the city. In chapter 5 I already described how the
HNK has recently become part of the ECoC program, in which the
Theater is one of the city’s cultural institutions used to address European,
Croatian and local questions of identity and diversity. Starting from the
argument that the Theater’s contemporary critical role in urban politics
is rooted in a historical place-making process, this chapter will further
analyze how the role of the city’s Theater within wider urban experiences
imagining a distinct sense of Rijekan cityness. By focusing on one of the
intendants’ most remarkable performances: Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću (‘Call
for the resignation of Frljić and Blažević’, June 2015), which critically
engages with these historical imaginaries of Rijeka’s Theater, I tend to
show how the HNK has been instrumentalized by its management as
city-makers to critically raise a voice to the Rijekans. In so doing, I tend
to understand how Frljić’s and Blažević’s as controversial, unorthodox
and conflictual considered performances aim to contribute to a coming to
terms with the past and to the collective historical traumas in the present.
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Image 7.10 - Promotion for the concert ‘MATVEJEFF, BRAHMS, SIBELIUS’ in May 2019.

Between state theater and theater of the people
Today’s Hrvatsko Narodno Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc had been inaugurated in
1885 as the Teatro Comunale, being the result of the urban modernization
politics under mayorhood of Giovanni De Ciotta (Mayor between
1872-1896). The new theater was built at the central Ürmeny square
(nowadays Kazališni Park) – as proud center of the neighborhood that
became in that same period to host many new cultural, public and private
buildings as well as the city market (Image 7.11). Similar as to the style
of the surrounding quarter that was intended by the city administration
to reflect the both local and imperial grandeur of the city, the theater’s
design by architects Herman Gottlieb Helmer and Ferdinand Fellner was
a masterpiece of architecture of its time, blending Viennese architecture
with Italian, Viennese and Hungarian handcrafted ornaments, statues
and interiors.444 At the opening event of the Teatro Comunale in October
1885, two of the most popular grande operas of the 1880s were put on stage
– Verdi’s Aida and Ponchielli’s La Gioconda, so does the historical narrative
recites (HNK Ivana Pl. Zajca Rijeka, n.d.; Palinić 2016, 189).
Many narratives around the origin of the theater emphasize the
need for a modernized and concrete theater building that could meet
the safety standards of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (HNK Ivana Pl.
Zajca, n.d.; Palinić 2016, 189-190; Riječka Baština Online, n.d.). Without
exception, these narratives put the construction of the Teatro Comunale in
line with a longer tradition of city theaters in Rijeka, a tradition that in
particular came to flourish with the Adamić Theater which had since
the eighteenth century formed the cultural heart of Rijeka (HNK Ivana
Pl. Zajca Rijeka, n.d; Palinić 2016, 189-190; Riječka Baština Online,
n.d.; Rijeka in Flux Online, n.d.). Rijeka’s numerous theaters have
often been addressed in line with the ‘specific position of the city, which
was laid claim by even four states, ethnic and cultural belongings of its
inhabitants [which] had also an influence on numerous objects, which
were being multiplied in the area of Rijeka’ (Palinić 2016, 489). Not only
the many factories hosted their own theaters for the workers (so called
dopolavori) but, indeed, the various cultural and national appropriations
to Rijeka initiated the construction of multiple theaters by both private
and public city initiators, in particular visible in Italian (among which the
Filodrammatica in 1890 and the Teatro Fenice in 1914) and Croatian (among
which the Hrvatska čitaonica in Trsat in 1897 and the Hrvatski kulturni dom
in Sušak in 1934) cultural theaters.445
In a similar manner, also the history of the Teatro Comunale
reflects identity struggles in the city of Rijeka – the recurrent renaming
of the theater reflects the political turmoil the city was subject to. The
Teatro Comunale was renamed into Teatro Verdi in 1913, adapting with this
reference to Italy’s most celebrated opera composer who was considered a
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cultural emblem of the struggle for Italy’s Risorgimento (Van Kooten 2018).
Considering the Teatro Verdi as reflecting the hope for the fiumani citizens,
the Rijekan historian Edoardo Susmel (1939, 164) referred in 1939 to the
Teatro Verdi in the following celebratory terms: ‘[Since its construction]
the Verdi theater non served differently than continuing the splendid and
glorious Italian tradition of art and of patria of the Civic, confirming the
faith and hope of the fiumani.’446 Following the Yugoslav power change in
1945, the theater was then renamed into Narodno Kazalište - Teatro Popolare
(‘People’s Theater’).
The theater became an instrument to implement Rijeka’s
binational socialist image as ‘a city of Croats and Italians’, thereby
presenting the city’s Italian cultural traditions next to a program calling
for the liberation of the Croatian citizens (Abram 2018). From 1946
onwards the first operas and plays in Croatian language were staged,
offering the audience a bilingual Italian and Croatian program. The
‘“Croatian” Renaissance drama on freedom (Dubravka by Ivan Gundulić)
and a Croatian national opera devoted to a crucial battle fought by
the Croats against the Ottomans in the sixteenth century (Nikola Šubić
Zrinski by Ivan Zajc)’ were the first Croatian plays staged in 1946 (Abram
2017, 74; Ðekić 2006, 87-95). In 1953 the name of a Rijekan born - and
Croatian considered - composer was added to the name of the theater:
Narodno Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc (to Ivan Zajc – plemeniti referring to his
aristocratic birth). In 1991 the theater became one of the four national
theaters of Croatia, gaining the name it has until today: Hrvatsko Narodno
Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc (HNK Ivana Pl. Zajca, n.d.).
Alongside the theater’s function as extension of Rijeka’s changing
governments, being a cultural token for the successive Habsburg, Italian,
Yugoslav and Croatian national glory, the theater similarly functioned
as representation of a particular urban tradition. This was to be found
in the exterior of the building signed by many city emblems, such as the
Indeficienter, which had to illustrate the wealth and independence of the
city council during the years of its construction. But more significantly, the
choice for particular culture and language policies in the theater became
a significant way to emphasize the exceptional cityness of Rijeka. This
started already with the 1885 decision by Mayor De Ciotta to only allow
Italian-language operas and theater plays and to abandon any Hungarian
or Croatian in the theater – a decision to underline Fiume’s autonomous
status within the empire (Lukanović 2010/2011). After the ‘Italian’ period
of the Teatro Verdi (1913-1943) during which Italianization of the city was
used as nationalizing policy, it was the Yugoslav government that returned
the binational language politics to Rijeka. In context of the wider Yugoslav
Brotherhood and Unity policies from the late 1940s onwards, Rijeka was
consciously promoted as a binational city of Croats and Italians (Abram
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2017) - a policy that would also affect the Narodno Kazalište. Rather than
a Croatian national act, the 1953 renaming of the theater into the name
of the composer Ivan Zajc can also be read as a way to emphasize the
urban Italian-Croatian cultural mixed traditions in Rijeka. Although Zajc
is often commemorated as the ‘Croatian Verdi’, a title that refers to his
musical innovation, the compositions of Zajc are – rather than Croatian
nationalist - in particular characterized by intermingling international
musical styles, for instance drawing on Croatian folk music while applying
Italian musical techniques (ERNiE 2018). And even though historians
have, with reason, interpreted ‘the extensive celebrations organized for
the 120th anniversary of Zajc’s birthday’ in 1951 as ‘the best expression
of a renewed public narrative on the national awakening of the Croatian
people’ (Abram 2017, 74), most probably, the renaming of the theater
after Ivan Zajc in the early 1950s also served for the Yugoslav government
as a sign for socialist ideals of Brotherhood and Unity between the
Croatian and Italian peoples in the city.
A similar, contemporary, experience in which the HNK highlights
the multinational cityness of Rijeka, was in the early 1990s the success
of a theater play whose storyline was situated in Rijeka. This theater
play Vježbanje života (‘Exercises of life’) became strongly attached to the
memory of the theater. The play was a theater adaption of the book with
the same title that had been published in 1985 by the author Nedjeljko
Fabrio, who had been raised in Rijeka (1937 – 2018). The play was put
on stage for the first time in February 1990 and during the six years
that followed became one of the most successful plays of the modern
HNK until today. Both the book and the theater play are inspired on
Fabrio’s family experiences of migration and the multinational existence
of life in Rijeka. These narrate the entangled histories of an Italian and
Croatian family in Rijeka. The timing of the theater production staged
between 1990 and 1996, is significant. While the storyline is nowadays
widely praised for the ‘kaleidoscopic characterics of Rijeka, based on the
complex historical and migratory changes that shaped the outlook and
soul of this city’ (Novilist 2018; Hribar 2018; La Voce del Popolo 2018), the
multinational narrative did not fit into the Croatian nationalist rhetoric
of the Homeland War that aimed to create an independent Croatian
state. The success of this story on multinational Rijeka presented the city
as distinct from wider political dynamics in Croatia.
Up till today, the HNK is imagined as a place of criticism to
prevailing social and political regimes. For instance, Marin Blažević
(2017), the current Theater’s director, emphasized that ‘the theater
just has to be critical. Always. Against the social, political and general
political context in which it is positioned.’ For Blažević (2017), the theater
is not a national theater, but a ‘people’s’ theater. Whereas the meaning
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of narodno has since the socialist time into the Croatian Republic moved
from ‘people’s’ to ‘national’, Blažević does not refer here to the socialist
meaning of narodno/people. ‘It is not just a change of tactics but it is
something that is very specific to the identity of this city and its people.
I realized at one point that people that live in this city have a history
of being the opposition. Being resistant to the nationalistic discourses
and politics and to conservative ideologies,’ Blažević (2017) continued.
For him, a people’s theater means that a theater should, rather than an
instrument of the state, be an instrument of the people to get their voice
heard. As such, these words by the theater›s director thus reflect on a
recurrent trope of the theater›s history in which the cultural institute is
part of wider history of identity politics in the city and for which the
institute is instrumentalized in a continuous struggle for empowerment
to the city.
So far, this section has shown how the Croatian National Theater
in Rijeka has since its opening in 1885 been part of local identity
politics and empowerment to the city by the various national and local
governments. During its past, the Theater was an urban site that has
recurrently been appropriated by the various political governments
passing by in Rijeka – the Theater’s architectural wealth and cultural
program being a showcase for these changing governments. Yet, my
discussion of the Theater’s history of place has also demonstrated that
the Theater was at the same time intermingled with urban imaginations
of Rijeka’s particular cityness, referring to Rijeka’s urban autonomy
and multinational attitude during nationalist identity struggles. As I will
further discuss in the next section, from the 2000s onwards, the HNK was
actively staged as an urban public space in which to raise a critical voice to
the (national) state. In what follows, I further discuss the re-creation of this
public urban heritage site by exploring the affective politics, experiences
and atmospheres around the HNK staged by the Theater’s management.
A way to influence society
Before turning to a discussion of the theater performance Otkaz Frljiću
i Blaževiću (2015) to illustrate the ways how Oliver Frljić and Marin
Blažević create an embodied experience of the HNK site, it is crucial
to understand the vision on theater of both men. This section explains
their vision on the societal role of theater in context to the wider political
dynamics in Croatia and the region. The process of post-socialist renationalization of citizenship in the Western Balkans often – according
to the critique of the left - went together with a reconstruction of both
symbolic and administrative ethno-national geographies of borders and
belonging (Vidmar Horvat 2011; Vidmar-Horvat and Delanty 2008). As
a response, I want to argue, their vision on theater making evokes to the
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audience a strongly embodied experience.
Oliver Frljić became the new director of the National Theater
in Rijeka in 2014 – a function that he would withdraw from in 2016. He
worked together with Marin Blažević, who became in 2014 the theater’s
general manager and dramaturge – a function that he fulfills up till today.
Both men have a background that draws on more than theater alone.
Frljić is a theater producer who is not only trained in theater directing,
but has also studied theology, philosophy and religious culture. He was
born in Bosnia, as son of a Serbian mother and Serb-Croatian father,
fleeing to Croatia during the 1990s Yugoslav Wars. Frljić reached in
particular an ambiguous status with his Balkan Trilogy, consisting of the
performances Turbofolk (2008), Damned be the traitor of his homeland (2010)
and Cowardice (2011), which all three engaged with the disintegration of
Yugoslavia and the ambivalent relation between official and personal
memories.447 Blažević was born in Rijeka and studied in Zagreb, receiving
a PhD in comparative literature. He worked as dramaturge and assistant
professor at the Academy of Dramatic Arts in Zagreb and at Columbia
University School of Arts and is well known for his scholarly and artistic
experimentally ‘intra-cultural’ dramaturgy that addresses inter-ethnic
and inter-cultural dynamics and tends to open up political cultures within
a society.
Both men, indeed, consider theater performance as a dialogue
with the audience about the current state of society (Blažević 2017; Frljić
2016). Moreover, theater is for Frljić a way of social engagement, for
expressing identity, and a way to change society. Obviously influenced
by role theory, Frljić explained to me during our interview that he sees
theater as a powerful institution to make his audience aware of what
heterogeneity does in and for society. In his own words: ‘I took literally the
words of Shakespeare that all [the] world is [a] stage and I try to use this
small part of the world as a theater as a performative tool’ (Frljić 2016).
For Frljić, the microcosm that is the city of Rijeka is the only possible stage
for his performances. The city’s Adriatic history as an autonomous and
migratory city and its ‘different identities liv[ing] together’ are important
inspiration in Oliver Frljić’s (2016) work.
The theater and opera performances produced by the two men
from 2014 on, are considered highly controversial. Whereas Blažević
continues his function up till today, in April 2016, the HNK announced
that Frljić left his position as intendant of the Theater, and would proceed
his activities as part of the ECoC team. An intensive public and media
debate followed, suggesting both a voluntary and a forced departure.
Whatever reason contains a part of the truth, as I will later discuss, it
is clear that Frljić’ performances strike a political chord, leading to
heavy critiques and protests after many of his theater performances.
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Blažević continued to work for the Theater, however, waking people up
on a less controversial way then before, still by means of participating
theater (Blažević 2017). How Blažević continued the cultural program
of the Theater, I have discussed in more depth in chapter 5. Here, I am
in particular interested in these two years of corporation from 2014 to
2016, and how, by means of their performances, Oliver Frljić and Marin
Blažević used the urban site of the Theater to critically engage with
urban imaginaries of the city’s and national society and as such aimed to
contribute to a coming to terms with the collective historical traumas in
past and present.
A forum for public prosecution
The performance Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću was the opening play of the
2015 edition of the yearly cultural festival Rijeka Summer Nights, the
city’s theater festival discussed in chapter 5 and that since the arrival of
Frljić and Blažević increasingly has been used to raise public debates in
the city. In the words of Frljić (2016), their events in and around the
theater ‘aimed to question the identity of Croatian society and how
this identity has been constructed since 1991 till the present day.’ The
production of Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću in 2015 was a direct response to the
aggressive public responses to the announcing of their Trilogija o Hrvatskom
Fašizmu (‘Trilogy on Croatian Fascism’) that was to be performed a few
days later – also as part of the Rijeka Summer Nights. The individual
parts of the trilogy had been staged a year earlier, in 2014, then raising
vivid controversies in Croatia. Noteworthy was for instance the act
of protest by Rijekan war veterans on 18 November 2014. When the
third part of the trilogy, Hrvatsko Glumište (‘Croatian Theater’ – a play
that examines the relation between Fascist nationalism and theater) was
announced on the façade of the Theater, a second banner was added
with the text ‘Croatian apolitical theater’. Rijekan war veterans added a
third banner on the theater’s façade with the text ‘I’ll tell you one more
thing - remind [the downfall of] Vukovar 1991’. On that day, it was
twenty-three years after the battle of Vukovar, which– despite the many
victims on many fronts – was remembered by Croatian nationalists as the
day that two hundred Croatians were removed from the local hospital
and murdered. The veterans had aimed to use the theater’s façade to
remind of the national Croatian struggle of independence – a memory to
the Homeland war that Frljić and Blažević addressed as a dangerous act
of ‘Fascist’ nationalism in their trilogy (Cuculić 2014). It was for this same
public anti-nationalist critique, that the two intendants had already in
2014 become subject of a public call to resign them from their position in
the Theater (ibid.). Meanwhile, the city of Rijeka was the only Croatian
city that welcomed the Trilogija o Hrvatskom Fašizmu in its theater. The
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local newspaper Novi List, for instance, reported in May 2015 that Rijeka’s
Mayor Vojko Obersnel had emphasized that Rijeka’s Theater – financed
by the municipality, so the Mayor added – was the only Croatian city that
had wanted to invite Frljić’s Bakhe and Aleksandra Zec (the first two parts of
the trilogy). ‘Theater is also politics’, Obersnel concluded (Hribar 2015).
Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću brings the resignation of the two intendants
on stage as a public prosecution, in which Frljić and Blažević are the
protagonists of their own theater play (Cuculić 2015; MojaRijeka 2015).
The spatial urban context in which the performance is staged is key to
both the storyline and the reception of the theater performance. The play
is performed outside, in front of the theater and made use of references to
some foundations of the city’s historical culture. The act is performed at
one of the main squares of the city of Rijeka, at Kazališni Park, situated
in between the theater – which serves here as a Greek temple - and the
market halls, dramatizing the sphere of a classical Greek agora or Roman
forum, the ancient place where democracy and public debate flourished.
The surrounding architecture of the market, the palazzi and the Palača
Modello – all from a glorious Habsburg era and reflecting Italian and
Viennese architectural styles – emphasize the rich European cultural
and political history of the city that is all coming together in this single
square. The spatial setting of the performance, an outside and open
space suggesting a forum, thus reinforces the participating character of
the event, referring to values of democracy and freedom of speech and
thereby turning the performance into a ‘theater for the people’.
This participating effect is also reinforced by the two banners at
the façade of the building, declaring ‘Despite everything’ and ‘Opening
Rijeka Summer Nights’, referring to the protests against the Trilogy on
Croatian Fascism. Moreover, the issue of freedom of speech is further
addressed by means of the script of the performance, which is centered
around the hate mails that were posted on the Facebook page that had
made a public call to resign both theater intendants.448 These posts and
hate mail, calling for the resignation of Frljić and Blažević and frequently
accusing the two men of Fascism themselves, were during the performance
transferred from the internet space to the traditional public space of the
theater square (MojaRijeka 2015; Cuculić 2015). Subsequently, these
posts were publicly announced at the theater square by Frljić and Blažević,
in the way news was announced in the ancient times. Frljić and Blažević
are in this case both author of and performer in their theater play.
The texts were here detached from their original mediating
source, which was the social media, to be restaged in a performative theater
drama. Since one of the main characteristics of drama is the absence of
a mediating communication system (Pfister 1998, 4-5), this performative
act created new spaces for interpretation of these same texts. In this play,
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the freedom of interpretation contributed to the audience’s experience
of the performance as highly controversial. This audience was important
in the course of the script. Part of it was regular theater audience – most
often the cultural elite of the city. Yet, besides of this regular theater
audience, a group of Croatian war veterans had also made its way to
the theater – representing a hardcore group of those who accused the
two intendants of being traitors of the Croatian nation. As I will further
discuss below, the emotions at stake during the performance – both of the
intendants and of the audience - made the audience part of the theater
performance, activating a participative way of theater. The urban spatial
setting of the performance turned Frljić and Blažević into protagonists
and the audience into antagonists putting forward the conflict. At the
same time, the performance questions who or what is then causing the
intrigue in the drama.
I would argue that the ideology of nationalism is in this case
causing the intrigue of the drama – appearing here thus not as an
individual character, but as an ideology, sentiment and trauma present
in the Croatian society. As I mentioned before, dramatic performances
are characterized by a sense of immediacy in the action on stage (ibid.).
Indeed, Frljić and Blažević make use of the sense that drama enables both
the dramatic text and its reception process to take place simultaneously.
The dramatic text (the Facebook posts) thematizes nationalism, in order
to simultaneously contribute to the reception process of past and present
experiences of nationalism by its audience.
Firstly, the performance addressed an active, visible form of
nationalism, to be found in the confrontation of the audience with the
nationalist offenses on Facebook against Blažević and in particular Frljić.
As to be seen on photos published by for instance Novi List (Cuculić
2015), during the performance, people from the audience – men and
most probably war veterans – interfered the reciting ritual and verbally
and physically attacked the protagonists and the head of Rijeka’s cultural
department, who was sitting in the audience. They were invited to do
so by the attributes of activism – tomatoes, stones and fake guns - that
were stalled on the table in front of Frljić and Blažević. This visible
expression of tension addressed a second experience of nationalism,
which is historical and relates to the national collective memory of the
Croatian Homeland War (1991-1995), which is officially remembered as
a struggle for independence from the Serbs. The war veterans present
in the audience experienced the performance as an accusation of their
former struggle for the country being driven by violent nationalism.
This would make them active perpetrators in the war, instead of having
sacrificed their lives for the country. The discussion with the war veterans,
responding to the prepared script, highlighted the contemporary divisions
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and ethnonational sentiments in the country. The aggressive responses
provoked by the performance were a way for Blažević and Frljić to
demonstrate that until today, Croatia would be internally divided about
the interpretation of the Homeland War.
The audience’s responses were thus made into a key role in the
performance, they were made into characters by Blažević and Frljić.
During the interview, Frljić (2016) told me:
I refer constantly in my work to the war crimes that are done.
When I work in Croatia I speak about the war crimes of Croats.
When I work in Serbia I speak of those war crimes and in Bosnia
I speak about that side. And it is very important, because any
kind of reconciliation between all those nations is not possible
without confessing what they did, what was the official policy of
that time. And it is very hard because there is this tension of
victimization. This is very strong in the whole region of former
Yugoslavia. And I think there is a big potential for social drama.
Addressing the trauma is not about suppressing, but I think it is
about bringing to the surface. And it is not easy. If you are aware
of it as a member of this society, that you didn’t do anything
while your co-citizens were tortured in concentration camps or
killed because of their ethnicity.
Here, Frljić engaged with the third experience of nationalism, the latent
nationalism. In so doing, he spoke to the other part of the audience –
the neat theater audience that remained seated despite the unrest being
unfold in front of them. This audience too was appealed to its attitude of
indifference which translates as a latent nationalism during the Homeland
War, yet in an indirect manner. The conflict between Frljić and Blažević
on the one side and the war veterans on the other, challenged the rest
of the audience for a response in this conflict. Thus, through addressing
the various appearances of nationalism, the performance questioned the
contemporary historical and national politics in Croatia and the region,
that is, according to the makers of the performance, still influenced by
both active and latent nationalist sentiments, activated by contemporary
national politics and by an unresolved past.
In sum, the space for interpretation was thus created by the
spatial context, script and form of the performance and happened to be
key to the message of the theater event. Through the interpretative space
the audience was forced into an embodied performative act within the
theater play. Only through this embodied experience, the two intendants
as protagonists and the audience as antagonists, encountered each other.
In conflict to each other they brought their conflicting narratives and
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ideologies to the fore. Such strongly embodied action and speech in the
public sphere creates a sphere of collective responsibility. According to
Frljić (2016), being part of any community or collective’, he explains,
‘means that you are taking responsibility for whatever that community
did during its whole existence’.449 As such, the performance traced
the historical and emergent nationalisms in Rijeka and Croatia. The
performance addressed the active, visible nationalistic sentiments of the
war veterans. But moreover – and this is key to the message of the play
– it discussed how the rest of the audience – the seemingly innocent,
uninvolved citizens - relate to nationalism.
My discussion of Rijeka’s HNK has shown how historical and
contemporary actors have instrumentalized the Theater building as an
urban public space for critical discussion towards political and historical
dynamics in the Croatian and urban society. The chapter showed that
the Theater building has been subject to a long tradition of historical
place-making, in which the cultural institute played an important role
in the identity politics at stake in and about the city. The sense of a
‘people’s theater’ similarly found resonance in urban imaginations
that addressed the Rijekans for their critical attitude and multinational
cityness, embedded in a more or less cultural and political urban sense
of autonomy. In the 2010s, it was this urban self-imagination that invited
dramaturges Marin Blažević and Oliver Frljić to Rijeka. Although their
work had been highly disputed in the rest of Croatia, in Rijeka’s Theater
they could pursue their provocative theater plays. As intendants of the
Theater, they used this urban space as an alternative cultural-political site
to indeed act upon these imaginaries that had historically been assigned to
Rijeka’s sense of cityness: Rijeka’s Theater allowed for a critical attitude
to the national state. Moreover, my analysis of Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću, as
one of the most illustrating yet provocative performances of Frljić’s and
Blažević’s ‘people’s theater’, showed how the intendants of the Rijekan
National Theater assigned themselves the collective responsibility to
challenge sentiments of nationalism, using theater performances as a
cultural action against dominant forms of politics. They used the theater’s
space in their performances to create for their audience an embodied
performative experience, which aimed to stage a critical voice to the
national state.

‘It had a soul before’
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Conclusion
‘Imalo je dušu, imalo je dušu prije!/ It had a soul, it had a soul before!’
From “Rikard Benčić”, naprimjer (2008)
This chapter has examined how particular urban sites served as places
where cultural narratives of Rijeka were actively remaking the city. It
has explored the various experiences, urban imaginations, atmospheres
of memory, and affective politics of two key urban heritage sites, Rijeka’s
National Theater and the Rikard Benčić factory, while bringing these
affective practices in dialogue with the meanings attributed to these sites
by Rijeka’s municipal urban heritage politics. I emphasized that Rijeka’s
heritagization policies are a way to regain ownership to the divergent
past and present of their city, and showed that both the factory and the
theater have been assigned a strong symbolic role in this process. The
chapter showed that recent voices and cultural representations of the
Rikard Benčić factory and Rijeka’s National Theater have turned these
key urban heritage sites into alternative public spaces for the negotiation
of experiences of cityness. They reinforced Rijeka’s urban imaginations
based on claims of urban empowerment and ownership to the city, while
distinguishing themselves from the Croatian national narratives. Key in
these dynamics of urban place-making, the chapter showed, is the way
how these cultural representations create an embodied experience with
the urban heritage sites. This retrieved the Rijekans their experience that
the ‘soul’ of the urban heritage sites is with the people, rather than with
the state.
The chapter explored the role of these sites within wider
dynamics of urban heritagization. I have shown that Rijeka’s
contemporary city-makers are in search of the way how urban heritage
sites, and especially abandoned industrial socialist heritage, are able to
narrate the city’s historical identity within today’s political context. In
so doing, they navigate along wider regional ‘post-1990’ debates such
as post-socialist transition, deindustrialization, and re-nationalization.
They have considered the Rikard Benčić factory and Rijeka’s National
Theater key sites in their urban renewal plans, not at least because these
have throughout their pasts inspired to state and urban imaginations of
wealth, decay and experiences of change – thus to urban empowerment.
Especially in recent years, so this chapter argued, the Benčić site and the
HNK have been attributed by the municipality as key places to renovate
as part of a wider cultural place-making project for Rijeka.
The renewed attention for the theater and the factory also
evoked many public discussions and divergent voices. A focus on two
cultural productions that both reflected on the discussions around the
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two sites – the documentary film “Rikard Benčić”, naprimjer (2008) and
the performance Otkaz Frljiću i Blaževiću (2015) in front of the theater allowed me to explore the divergent experiences, memories, and affective
politics around these places. In the film, it is through visual interventions
of the camera that various actors around the factory are given voice: the
heritagization and urban renewal plans of the municipality; the factory
workers and their memories of a Yugoslav past and the transition period;
and the building structure itself, being a witness of political transition and
change. Rather than only reflecting a dream of urban renewal by Rijeka’s
municipality, the film shows that the factory for the ex-workers stands for
empowerment of their own lives and to the place they lived and worked –
being about the ability of people to deal with dynamics of change in their
city.
In the case of the HNK as urban heritage site, it was not the
building itself that provoked discussions among the Rijekans, but these
discussions were evoked by the two theater intendants. They actively
turned the building and square in front of the theater into a public
forum, which they used to critically interrogate historical and political
narratives of the national state. They thus used the urban space to turn
the theater into a critical voice to the Rijekan citizens themselves, creating
a critical voice to state nationalism. Meanwhile, Frljić’s and Blažević’s as
controversial, unorthodox and conflictual considered performances aim
to contribute to a coming to terms with the past and to the collective
historical traumas in the present.
My analysis revealed that Rijeka’s heritage sites are more than
physical spaces displaying the historical layers of the city’s borderland
experiences, as has been the approach of most scholarship on the city so
far. Most of all, these sites are everyday public spaces that are experienced
through affective and embodied encounters with the heritage sites. These
sites were turned into alternative public spaces for the negotiation of
experiences of cityness. They functioned as sites from where to formulate
a distinct sense of urban empowerment.
The cosmopolitan moment of the factory and theater should
thus not be traced in a past of flourishing industrial and cultural
activities. Rather, cosmopolitan experiences, for the citizens of Rijeka,
are enclosed in their ability to raise a voice today when claiming that
they have the knowledge to prevent the buildings from being flood by the
seawater. ‘It had a soul, it had a soul before!’ as one of the ex-workers
of the Benčić factory sighed towards the end of the documentary. This
proclamation does not trace the soul of Rijeka’s sites of heritage in a
nostalgic cosmopolitan past. Rather, the soul of these buildings is with the
people engaging with them.
‘It had a soul before’
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Image 7.11 – Postcard showing Piazza Ürmeny and Teatro Comunale, circa 1885-1913. On the left side
Palazzo Modello and on the right side the city market.

